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INTLO4CTION:
- - ,

t .

his-handbook 1,s ,the result of'a prpject dire eOunder a grant from the

State of California 6Rder. Pa'ri C of le VakAtional.,,idukation Act/of 196
. .

, .

3,L,(Ft 0-576). The Lo Angeles CommUhiloy College, igrfct't.erved as the
,.,

, a

drial and .fiscal manager of the rirOject in consultation with the Chan,oellor's

r Office, Ca.lifornia Community Colleges and the State Department of Education.

This project, td_produce "Guidelines 'for
i
Establipling, Modifying and

-L. i' - /
I . - t

, , , , .

Terminating Occupatiiinal- RrOgrams",,w -directed.. to btain xurrent materials.,

. ,
, ,

reievant 'to occupational .programdeVelopment; to pr ide broad guidelines, and
I r

teilOt test the'se jcliplines anddi bite them statewide. A task-force'

'approach was utilized which include consortium of repre'entatives from

. community cololeges1---high schools. and. ROC/ROPs headed by a project director.

Although originally planged:to ,extend fOr. sixteen months, the4 ojects time

.frame was reduced .to ten months .---frOfil' September 1, ot,1-1976 to,
.

y 1, of

97,..
...

/

' 4

The concept of developing A project of this nature was a dual one: to

pr-ovide program planning so that educators waA be more, accountable for their

work, and to begi to consider methods for providing 6trh----1 -&ecountability.

Bath the Chancel 1 o ' s Offipe of ,the, Cal ifornia

1

Codiunity Colleges and the .Los

Angeles_ COMmunity College, District recognized his .needs. Accordingly, in
n 4

the fall of 1975, Dr. .William Allen,: Dr j Art her Cherdack , . Dr Lqui s Hi 1 1 ea rY ,

. . .

and. Dr.!t.dohn McCuen -0f the L Apgeles Community College Di-s rict met to draft ,

a..proposal for, funding a pr ject thalt would answA these needs. The draft of
If"

this proposal was submitted to he California Researc Advisory Committee who

reviewed and approved it. Dr. WqYam Morris, flialuation Special ist.with the

state chancellor's office, also reviewed and approved the pro4ect.
4
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,
. 1

the :spring of 1976/the propOsal was approved for.fundinTunder Part
i

x

it:Of the Vocational Education Act of 1968,(PL-9 576). At this time, too, the
. .,it l'''

..1
7

1

-prgject was exilanded to include high sci.i6o4...a.0V ROC/ROPs.

1;
In the summer of 1976, a statewide committee

%the project coordinator: After interVieWs, Robert
,

p

established'to select

olcomb, a former high

school and callege.teaOher and administrftor,'Was chosen to-serve as-prbject
('

dire' tor as of September 1 k.

A consortim of nineteen members was selected by the Community-College

Chancellor's OffiCe and the State' Department of Education. ReWesentatiVeS of

all segmen of secondary, education were included; a balance between large and,

small distriFts was established.

In the first meetings of the group, the consortium members outlined .

their concepts of whatthey.felt the state and:the various institutions needed.

In these meetings they urged that no lengthy Oesttnnaire be sent;-thg a long

_term research process was neither Vossble nor

be drawn fro

consortiut provide a basic-flow chart -- simple yet fl

actical; that the guidelines

the best patterns available throughput the state; and t at the

sist

occupational' administrators in making wise decisions.When contemplating

initiating,,modifying or terminating occupational programs.

Some anxiety was expi-essed at several of the meetings that these guide-.

linek,not become state mandated regulations which would bind all segment

add more paperwork to already overworked staffs, and be so rigid that mu

of .the autonomy now found in California educational institutions would be

curtailed. Other members also stated that with the'rapidturn-over among:.

administrators particularly in the occupational ea -- that the.guidelines

be written simply, enough that they could be utilize bpadmin/tratOrs who
,

were not too experienced in this complex ay'ea, and.also be written to accom7

modate both small rural schools and large urban institutions.
4
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.

The.decision to/request inf0Matitin from California schools was.; followed:

t,, .',-, :,o1 ,

by .a.mats mailing to'afi,179,01FOOT*.R0c/R0p, and college districts in the
_ .

state asking for copies of their current practices in occupational OrograM

planning as well as modificqtion and termination. Later in the year, similar

requests were sent to State Boards of Education_throughout the nation
4 , -

The number ofrespondents was eftremely high. AlmOst all of'the

distnicts in California as well asforty:two States retpondbd.- Many'districts

and StateS wrote that they lacked any Writteni olicies. but that they would

contribUte whatever information Was requested by the prbject.

4

The infor'Mation obtained from these mailed inquirie'S serves as the core

of this manual. The consortium assisted -in defining the major directions

that.the manila', should follow.: determine'critical decision points 7in prog411

,planning; 'provide a simple easy-to-4011ow.flow chart; - emphasize successful

,

experience based MOdels1- and enunciate guidelines in a handbook for occupation'

program planning.

Many vaiette of flowcharts. Were gdbmitted-to the
$1

r

, 0

'ffliodels. were sent from county ROPs: Sacramento, Santa Barbard,:San Bernardin

Los, Angeles County and City, San Diego, Kern among others; also flow charts,

., .

sent from colleges included those from LOs,Rios,
,
San JoSe, YUba,,and C011ege

of the-Desert; High Schools sending flow charts illustrating program initia-
.

-.Excellen

.tion were Glendale Unified, Mountain View, and Los Altos Union High School

District:

Adminis'trators utilizing this handbook Shouldfind it most advantageous

to review the occuTiational guidelines' chart pribr to reading the:chapters

si.nce there Are numerous interfselationships among the various major and

7

sub - items on the chart.

The,consensus.of Opinion of the consortium members:was that an effort o-

.



plan,a new, occupatiOnal peogram was divided into two phases: an initial

broad overview of a proposal to.determine whether further study.is'needed 7-

identified in the chart as the "Preliminary Assessment" -- and a second:
)

:much more detailed analysis shown on the chart a, the-"Definitive Assess,

.ment."

Although chronologicel'refationships exist among the various critical
.

path 'items (1 lOrwith the sub-items.(e.g,.. lA 1L), the chart is not

planned to "fix"' the'relationship among, these items; the program..cOordinator

may wish to move quickly through sub-items in the'preliminary assessment

phase or put major emphasis4on one or two accoring to the institution's.

needs. The interrelationships among-the various items become more apparent'

as the administrator moves further into the planning (e.g. the Telationship

between teaching strategies and budget costs).

The consortium members also urged that the chart not.be.an involved one

using arrows and complicated sub-systems. The chart included in this hand-

book illustrates that caveat; the institution obviously will Mae its decision

to drop or pursue a program based upon a multitude\of factors. The hand-
,

book and chart's primar'y functions are to assist the administrator in

identifying what factors to consider in decision making and tp :illustrate

examples of current practices that have proven successful.

Each chapter heading of this handbook-is the same as one of the items of

the chart. For each item, a guideline is presented; and a "procedures

section" follows briefly outlining practices that have proven svcessful in

various parts of the State A "questions" section is included in most chapters

to assist the program planner in checking his or her policies and/or

procedures.

Although the handbook may have broader utilizatiOn than within the state
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of. California, it has- been written.with;that state s rules and regulations

in Mind. Most, if not all, of the state applications forms for new program

approval haveibeen considered in the writing of the guidelines.

Some anticipated goals were not achieved in this project. This hand-.

book deals primarily with program initiation, with some emphas upon modi-

fication and only a limited incorporationof material on program termina-

tion. .As stated previously,, written information on these latter items is

quite limitecrand the time factor did not permit a more intensiye.study of

these complicated areas.

Attempting to put together a single handbook covering three somewhat

different aspects of secondary education proved difficult beCause of the

nature of each segment's policies and procedures. Because of the background

of the project coordinator, the emphasis appearS to be directed more toward

the community college than toward the high schools or ROC/ROPs.'

Throughout this text, the term "program coordinator" is used to identify

the administrator who is-establishing the new.program. This "coord'inator':.

could be someone at-a high'school, an administrator from a MC/ROP insti-

tution, or a college dean. Reference, too, is made to the institution's

research director. Although some colleges dO have such a person designated,

in some institutions the "research director", budget director, and program

coordinator are onaciend the same person. Although the word "program" is

used throughout the handbook and is more applicable to community colleges

than high schools Or ROC/ROPs, much of the material related to programs

cbuld also be used in reference to occupational courses.

It is anticipated that these guidelines and the explanatory material .

included in this'manual will be sent to all secondary districts in t h.

State. This mailing will be followed by statewide workshops in which oppor-
.



tunities for additional information and corrections can be made, Hopefully,

a revised manual intorporating the additional information provided by the

occupational administrators igoughout the state will be available in 1978.
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ASS,ESS PROGRAM POSSIBILITIES

lA

Prjor to making a definitive assessment of a proposed .7

occupational. program, a preliminary assessment should be undertaken to deter

,mine whether the propOsAl is feasible.

Procedures: The preliminary Assessment-stage of program determination

is recommended as a way of making a broad but rather brief overview of the

emerging propOsal. During this phase, an individual or committeeJs normally-

designated to direct the study of the'proposal with particular emphasis upon

the preliminary assessment aspects. These include determining proposal

goals, job availabilities, anticipated student.learning, teaching strategies,

budgetary needs, and student needs, and-identifying a tentative system of

evaluation. At the.completion of this overview, a decition will be' made
4

as to whether or hot the more involved definitive assessment should be. -

initiated.

Almost All institutions that responded to this Project's _request for

written materials identifying instituional guidelineS included information

as to.how proposals were received, reviewed, and evaluated. Many schools

sent charts illustrating the manner in which proposal were-accepted or

rejected and how those accepted moved from echelon to echelon until ultimately

they were approved by the State (36).

Respondents to the prOject's questionnaire identified the various

sources contributing to the initiation of new occupational programs.. The

origin of new programs comes primarily from the various institutions' faculties,

but numerous other sources were ide ied: advisory committees, industryc,:

orivate and public agencies, stu ents, counselorS, placement officers, and
.=0

the community.



Many Anstitutio

'Faculties are

encourage the development of new $rograms-(16).

to, attend and report idea's fromxonferences; to be

alert to information derived from program evaluations, job market data, and

advisory committee reports; to obtain information from periodicals (e.g.

"Work Life") and from county, state and federal-employment manpower studies;

and to seek informatiqh identifying new fields of business or technology.

Administrators report that a "climate for change" has to be established with-
.

the institUtions'if new programs are tObe initiated. Faculty, staff, and

community must be encouraged to provide ideas for new proposals.

The materials sent identified numerous common factors in the manner in

which proposals were received. Most.respdnding institutions identified'a

written proposal 'request form that'program vauthors" were asked to complete.

This initial form usually' identified these tommon elements: purpose.of

the proposal, a concise statement that a job need exists, appropriateness

of the proposal to the institution, sources of information,--student needs

(entry level job, advanced training, 'or upgrading of existing employment

skills), estimated time for program completion,, awareness:of similar

programs in the area (5), and,a tentative title.

Some high school districts present "experimental courses" during a

trial year. Those deemed satisfactory are pltced in the normal curriculum

Of the District (33). Some occupational leaders urge that a .similar pattern

be;adopted for otper segments of education where "pilot courses" would be

offered for a yea or two before committing'an institution to a full program

tharmaynot be successful. During the early prelimindry assessment

stage,.administrators seek a "fit", and try to determine what job opportuni-

ties are open, what program title to use, what courses may be involved, and

what the ultimate format of the program is to be.

17
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One problem occurs here that will continue through the assessment stages:

how much information regarding the propOsal should be-disseminated? The

coordinator who keeps too much to himself will be criticized for not permit-

ting community and faculty to participate. If too much of a program is
.

.promised, a disappointed staff and communilly wilirbe critical of the coordi-

nator. Providing information without promises may be the safer "middle

way."
. , ,

Program initiators alsoOust deal' with' two time factors:, one dealing

with the estimated time for:coMpleting the proposal plIinnihg.;.the other
. . .

,

providing 'a time for the program it -self. Some distriCtS, particularly

in the high school areas, have deadline dates fOr Ole submission of new,

'curricula (often late Fall) with.impleMentatiOn of the program ibegin

the following year (10)..

A.few districts request that those wishing to establish new prrograms

establish timeI llines. for completing various stages of their assessments''

(e.g. research) along with a date for submitting the final pro

One state', New JerSey,'sends community college curriculum propOtals to

all colleges one year in advance of-implementation to ensure that each

.college has n oppOrtunity' to review prdposed programs (30).
1

Coordi ators of occupational proposals may, want to see a model ROP

proposal th t may well incorporate many of the items requeSted by all districts

when proposals are, submitted. A copy of the Santa Barbara'.ROP prograM gtide-

lines is ,incorporated in thiS,Marival's:Appendix, item "A".

Apart from the items already idenfified in this section --,flow charts

of various institutions, the nature of institutional approval forms,'pilot
d

courses, program information dpsemination and the several time factors involved

in program development -- there are numerous other preliminary assessment'
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a

faCtors that should be reviewed by the initiator of a program prior t

moving into the definitive assessment stage. These items, identified on

the Guideline Chart as items 1B though 1L, need not folloW in a flow chart

pattern but may be utilized according to the needs of the program coordinator.

Questions:':

1. Is assistance proOded.for those seeking vide new programs?

Does-the institution have forms to assist indi iduals who wish to

propose new occupational programs? .

2. Does the institution provide encouragem 't for new proposals, e.

release time research assistance, and o on?
...

,

5

i
3. Does the institution have a formalized system for "moving" proposals

through the various committees to the Distrigt and.to the State for

approval?

4. Are program initiators encouraged to obtain wide participation in

their projects?

X 5. Are-there opportunities for faculty and community feedback?'

6.- Are times specified for proposal and program completing?

" t

,.A
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IDENTIFY COORDINATOR OR ADVISORY SOURCE

1B N

Guideline: Prior to initiating, the study and research necessary_ for
_

a preliminar assessmentoome individual or comffitttee should be identi-
.

fied to carry the proposal .untiL a decision is made to implementor drop tt.

Procedures: Many of the 're ondents to this 6.oject' quest nnaire2

indicated that one ear60.1{4ision usuafiy made following program proposal

was the identification of n*Inaividual to cilodinate.the proposal unti)

it was either implemented or discarded.

Some'districts provide additional pay or release time for"-instructors

Who are involved in the planning and implementation of 'a new program. Others

identify the instructor, counselor, or administr,44or who is to "bird doW!

',the proposal without additional compensati ----40ften new prOjeCtS are

initiated by department initrUctortwho a interested in developing the

pgraMteca ise.of thkir interest in teaching in the Project.

Once a ecisiOn is made as 'to who the coordinator is to be,' a specific

list of functions should desig ed. 'InCluded in such lists-are respon-

sibilities of the proi-ec administrator, .search coordin;N'r, and director

...,

of n
icommunication and informatio 'relating to t j

.

he proect: The designated
,..

coordinator is often asked to determine the time necessary to cOmP lete the

proposal, to prepare the formal Proposal, and to carry it through the various,

committees and administ6tors 'necessary for its impTeMentation.

Often closely identified with the selection of a coordinator, is the

determination to utilize an advi66 committee to as ist as a resource el6 ent.

in project planning '(31). Although the nature of adv_i ary committees vari s

widely in the state, generally they are of two types if selected from individuals

who are not employed by the school district.1 The least common is a general
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formed to assist an institution with broad questions 4(.

job- arket i4oril4tion,
itures)

1-,

ommendations relating to VEA exprd
. , ,

Member\ Shiptn these comm) ttees includes faculty, classified employers, local

employers, .emplOymeht agencies, and representatives from various speql 1

groups.
,_.°

are the various technical vocational advisoryutilizedMore often

committees estab'ished to a gist asingle, or a li'mitedfew, OcGyPattival

of

area-(s)

. ,

Duties such committees are genlly ,limited A functions but

J\

D advisory

their advice is sought on a large 'spectrum; the-need'or'desirability of a.

particular educatiOnal Program or courseperformance stanOrds, student

placementstudent selection criteria, new technical
c

rocedures and facilities.

Most institutions 'recommend that minutes of advisorY\mebtings be cireful-
\

1.Y written and that the names of each member's business firm be kept along

with a description of major topics discussed and recommendations made.

Dissenting viewP0 ints also should be'noted.

Questions:

'1. Does tbe.institution identify one individual to serve as. the

administrator or coordinator for each proposed occupational program?

2 Does the i nstitution provide incentives for indivlduwho propose

occulional programs (e.g. release time or ayditional income)?

'3. Does
the institution provide a checklist identifying.the functions

and prodedures for tie program coordinator to follow?

4. D6es the institution have a procedure for selecting' advisory

committees?

5. Are advisory committee memberS .fully informed as to what their

contbutions can be and what their limitations are?
ri
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DETERMINE BROAD PROGRAM
GOALS AND.OBJECTfVES'

1C

Guideliu: Even though it is anttcipate that numerous changes wi,11

be made in a proposed program as it is being devel oped,,S4ntative goals

and ojtectiVes should be established during the assess ent phase.

Procedurpt: The"State of California Education Code identifies a goal

,as, a statement. of broa1 direction or interest, general and timeless, not

'concerned w4th a partic ar achievement in a specified time. An objective.

is defined as an accompli hment that,can be verified in a given=doe' and

advanCes the system toward a corres onding goal.

.

The coordinator should begin'to identify both goals and objectives as

soon as the preliminary'assessment begins. The primary thrust of the program

should be spelled out in the broad goals statements For whom is the

program being established, what is-the nature of the training, what benefits 7-

skills; attitudes, knowledge -- will accrue to the studeerts? Determining

answers to these questions will involve a review of,the.program's effects

'upon the students, the institution, and the community.

In their program and course approval request for , some districts

ask'that coordinators identify their program work plan and their program

evaluation concepts within a written goal -- objective frame work (20).

Others emphasize the need to relate objectives to general education, insti-

tutional, district (39), and departmental goals. The State approval agencies

request that state goals and long-term master plan goals als-a be considered

when institutions draft program goals.

Since a great deal of study and research are involved in both, the pre-

liminary and definitive assessment portions of a proposed program, the goals

2 )
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2,

and objectives, as first determined; must be flexible to meet the changing

program pattern.' Note that/the Guideline Chart reintroduces this same

item in the Definitive'Assessment (item 5B) study./

Major goals should encompass 'ail of the Critical 14th items listed'

in the Occupational Guidelines Chart 3A through 7A.

Questions:

1. Does the institution have a format for assisting instructors and

others in the writing .of goals and objectes?

Within the preliminary stdge of establishing a new program, are

there requirements for,establishing.tentative goals. and objectives?

r0Are goals-:and objectives .directed towardj9w students will-benefit

as vresult.of the.prOgram?

Are goals establiShb&broad enough) to encompass occupational and

general educational needs?

5. Are-objectives written to complement the goals? Are they

measurable?
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IDENTIFY JOB TITLESAND :JOB OPPORTUNITIES

1D '
0

7
_ Guideline: Since the primary reason for establishing a new occapationa\ l

program is to. prepare students fOr employment, a primary function of,a

proposal .coordinator Sliguld be to identify tentative job titles and possible

job opportunities.

Procedures:. One of the early questions that an institution must ask

when caR5 ring anew program relates to the aims of the program.. Whether

the grog am sato.upgrade, provide retraining, or provide skill improve-
,

Ment,',..the ins ftution then has to determine what skills, knowledge and

\A./.
attitudes are required and what instructional strategies are needed to

meet thos needs.

If the new-program is not easily identifiable, the coordinator then

must ascertain what job titles identify with the training to:be provided,.

the two sources utilized state -wide .are. the elass,ification Of.7Instructional

Disciplines (C.I.Q.).and the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (D.O.T.).

After ascertaining the various jobs that are closely/identified with

,

the proposed program, the coordinator must make a surve/ of-the job market

supply and demand. He. or she should have a preliminary overview of the

'various jobs available for trained students.

At this'poiht, extensive research need not be made of all job-related;

factors, but' the coordinator should obtain some information on current and

future -job opportunities': These include salaries, advancement possibilities,

opportunities f handicapped and/or minority students,, societal changes
.A9P

that may affect the jabs contemplated;-jobs availabTe for "non-graduates,"

and available internshiP'S, cooperative eckidation, or work-study opportunities.
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ObviOusly, this is an'area where an advisory committee,-including

community business men hand women, could assist in many ways. Such committees

often makf commitments to provide, job opportunities for both the gradiVs

of,the program and those enrolled in the institueion,

Consideration must also be given to the:labor W4thee the
f

-

area is producing too many trained' orkers'for a limited number of jobs:.

Questions:.

1. Has the coordinator of the proposed program identified the job

titres toward. which this program is directed?

2. Has a tentative determinatiOnbeen made as to the nature of the

job training -- e.g. is this a re-training or a skyl improvement

course or program?

3. Has an overview of potential job oppOrtunitids been made ?'"'

4. Has the coordinator identified societal and technological factors-

. that might affect the future job market?
0111,

5. Have various faCtors related to the jib been considered: pay,

advancement, stupnt work, health limitations?

5

c
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ASCERTAIN*ILL kNOWLEDGE'AND ATTITUDES REQUIREDASCERTAIN

Guideline: After determining the'specific jobs for 4hich training is

propoSedo ne,coord'intr_should identify the skills, kribwledge,factdrs, and
,'-

attitudesneceSsary for .theAbb..applicant..

Procedures: Many respondents to this PrO )ect WeStionnaire reported ---

that they established, usuallyjhroughtheassistance of'advisory committees,

:g.lists:Of occupational skillt that student graduates should-havejor specific

InCludedinsuch listings were Comprehensions, and. computational

ManipulatiVe, and communication'Skills (2 0):.

7 In some instance schools have identified entry level job,operations

expected of their ,graduates. Other,schoOls deS'cribe the standards asVevels

of proficiency expected at program's end. ,Stil other institutions have

more fully listed the broad.conCeptS, inforMation, and 'attitude t that they
.

feelApP-trained "tucipnts shOuld pssesS .(22)., Utilization of such standards

by those involved in bot4-student eachng and in laterevaluation efforts

appears abvious.

--In their internal 'approval forms, .some institutions envelop. allof'
wr

these factors within their applications. In initiating new program requests;

,;they write'proposal descriptions as if they were to appear in a college cata:'

log, stated in terms of the student learner',- 01.0t concepts, informatiOri,

skills, and ittitudesthetudent Should pOssess upon-finishing the program.

Questions:

Does theipstitution have an school approval form identifying

skills and information that student graduates should posseSS

after completing an7 ccupational program?
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2 Does the institution have procedUresfor obtaining the information

for identifying graduate skills, information, and attitudes needed

for obtaining and holding jobs?

3. Are the data obtained regarding student skill, attitude, and

knowledge factors provided to potential students? To-the community?
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IDENTIFY POSSIBLE INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

1F

Guideline: Tentative instructional strategies directed toward

prdviding the required training should be determined after reviewing the

various qualificationsWor atrained job applicant.

Procedures: Since much of the determination of whetheror not a new

_occupational program ,can be initiated rests upon personnel and budgetary

needs, which in turn are dependent upon the anticipated teaching strategy,

it is incumbent upon the coordinator to determine relatively early in the

assessment study what the anticipated methodology and curriculum are to be.

Some early consideration must be given to the total program structure

and to the sequence orcourses involved. Some current courses may be supportive

df the new program; some current ones may be altered.or replaced. Some

decisions have to be made regarding which courses will be credited and

)which elective. Fairly early in ti -review ust come a consideration of

the nature of the students coming to the program: Will remedial work be

needed? Will the students need day or evening courses? What will be the

students' needs for space and facilities? These questions are handled' more

fully'later in the handbook, but they obviously are a part of this portion of

assessment, too. Some thought must be. given to the possibilities of special

laboratories, modular scheduling, and the use of community equipment and

facilities as well as the effects of these upon students' time and transporta-

tion.

As described in the previous sub-Unit (1E),' the institution should

determine the skills, information, and attitudes required of program graduates.

Now the coordinator is to tentatively identify how these are to be taught.
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Questions:

1. Haconsideration bed given to prerequisites, pre-testing, indi-,

vidualized study, use of learning resource centers, tutoring,

counseling? How definitively should course outlines be drawn at this

time?

2. What will be the anticipated course and program completion time?

3. Has cbnsideration been given to the relationship with community

sources: work-study,operative education, field trips, internship

programs?

4. Does the instructor have a specific format for early identification

of new program teaching strategy?

5. Is program content inclusive -- both theory and practical aspects

included?

6. Do opportunities exist for'laboratory and job settings for students?
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IDENTIFY PERSONNEL NEEDS

1G

Guideline: Prior to moving to a definitive assessment o xoposal,'7\

a tentative overview of .peesonne3 needs should be made.

Procedures:. Although a major part of gadget determinations, the person- .

nel requirements of a new program are so significant' that they should be

reviewed early in the program planning as a separate factor.

Ii.n a review of personnel needs of a new program, instructors are

usually seen as the primary consideration. The qualifications desired and

the availability of potential teachers should be determined relatively'

early in the program. The obvious first question is related to the availa-

bility of such instructors from the present staff; are these teachers

available now or will in-servicd training be required? If the present staff

is not adequate, will recruitment fill the need? Another determination is.

to ascertain the qualifications of such teachers, e.g. will credentialing

or special degrees be required? When would new faculty be hired? As part-time

or .probationary?

The new program_may allso displace some instructors.. Consideration of

this eventuality is common in ROC/ROP, adult schools, and college evening'

division programs. Some planning also. may be necessary to meet the increased

demands of other non-administrative personnel, to identify additional

counselors, librarians, specialists and consultants who may be needed.

Another personnel aspect to consider is whether or not additional admini-

strative Orsonnel will be required,to develop and operate the program.. _If

not full-time, what percentage? Will consultants or professional experts be

required for the progrAm?

8
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)

Although covered more thoroughly later in thiS manual (7C), planning ;

should also take place with other personnel, and 'the potential effects of

the new program on both the classified staff and students workers should be
\_2-' .

mentioned. Again, can shifting of personnel meet the program's needs or

Must new staff be hired? Will in-service training be required? Whatare

the classifled needs -- clerical, custodial, technical? Are thesereadily.

available?
N

-Many institutions have expressed concerns about hiring for short terp)

needs that may lead to 'long term trouble. Some institutions recommend

hiring short term, part time, or substitute workers ,until the institution is

convinced that the program will continue beyond a year or two..

Questions:

1. Are qualifled, credentialed instructors available if a new program

is initiated?

2. If in-service training is necessary, are consultants or teacher's

available for such?

3 Are specialized personnel, such as technicians, needed? Available?

Has consideration been given to the effects of tzhis program on

other departments,and their personnel?

3
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'DETERMINE RELATIONSHIP: STAfE''S, DISTRICT'S AND INSTITUTIONg'S GOALS
\

1H -

Guideline: A Program Coordinator should ensure that flex proposals

conform to'the goals and objectives established by the institution, the

district and the state.

Procedures: 'As -witti.many aspects of occupational planning, the state

approval agenciet are requesting that institutions not only identify the

prograigbjectves but are also asking for explanations if the projected

program is not in the State's master plan (5). At the community college

level these educational master plans must belmdated annually to conform

with Education Code Sections 25427 and 2006(a).

In a similar manner, the coordinator must ensure .x,11, the district's

and i'nstitution's rules and policies are observed. In mi,',A-school districts,

as an example, a policy.is observed of shifting a new .program to .a "growth

institution" or to another institution in the district that has an occupational!

"family'" that, normally would embrace such a program (28). f

One of the functions of the coordinator of a neprogram should be to

familiarize himself with the Stateand district'S Vocational Master Plans,

Title-1i regulations, and other lega,1 and policy factors that might be

involved in the new proposal.

Questions:

1. Has the new program coordinator familiarized himself with the

various Educatiohal Codes, state rules,.and policies related to

occupational education prior to initiating a proposal?

2. Has the coordinator followed a,,--Omilar procedure with district and

school policy and regulations?

3
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IDENTIFY STUDENT NATURE AONEEDS

Guideline: The coordinator of a proposed program should anticipate the

nature and needs of the'students entering the program.

Procedures: The program coordinator should make an early determination

as to the nature of the students who will come, to the.program. Sometimes

the program is directed:because of the nature of the student --df(at is,

aged, handicapped, or minority students are solNell to enter a program

because of its anticipated value to them. Mare often, the determination of

the potential students is made by the coordinator through questionnaires

distributed to the home, at another institution, or through counselors or

advisory' committees.

Although in this preliminary stage the coordinator will only be able to

use data easily available, certain tentative decisions should be made. Among

others, these should include anticipated actions necessary for publicizing

the program; recruiting, and enrolling students -- and estimates of the

quality of the students and expected enrollment size.

On the basis of these determinations, other decisions will be required.

If the studehts will be educationally disadvantaged, some remedial or tutoring

services will be required; if physically handicapped students apply, special

consideration may have to be given tU facility and equipment purchasing.

Enrollment estimates are crucial and
I

some areas fairly easily
4

obtained e.g. students_transfering from junior to senior high school -- but

in-other areas more sophisticated tools will have to be used. Projecting

enrollment data from experiences of institutions having similar programs may

assist coordinators who lack more definitive data. Information on retention

also may be obtained from this source.



On the basis of information garnered about the enrollment and the natUre

. of these students, various ottler projections will have to be made relating

to the'needs of the potential students. Consideration should be given to

the increased load that may be placed upon student services -- for example,

the library, learning resources, transportation, health services, placement

bureau, the institution's counseling and guidance services, financial aids, ,

veterans' services, and testing program.

Questions:

1. What is the evidence of student interest in this program?

2. Why will this program be attractive to students?

kr-

.3. Have the societal needs of "new" students (yeterans, aged, women,

minorityY been,Fonsidered?

4. .What arp enrollment projections for the next 5 years?

5. What -is minimal enrOliment?

6. What S'pecial services will be,needed for these tudents?

7. -How Will.this program effect enrollment at this institution and

at other institutions in the diStrict?

8. What effects will be made to promote the program aHd enroll

students?

4

34
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ASCERTAINSTATE, COMMUNITY, DISTRICT AND INSTITUTIONAL REACTION.

lJ

Guideline: Prior to making a definitive assessment of a proposed

PrPgram, a general overview should be made of community, district, and

institutioial 'reactions.to-it:

Procedures: Inits guidelines, the college of the Siskiyous states

7

that "The development, establishment and evaluation of an educational program

inclbde representative faculty involvement" (11:4). .,Many respondents

..0._4--11,-1-5,Project's quest naire indicated a similar pattern -- that 'new

'proposals be given wide publicity and that faculty, district, and community.

be involved in the deVelopment of the prdgram.

The minimal early involvement at the school level. should include the

departments concerned, but many institutions broaden the institution's

activities to include curriculum committees, faculty sehates,.and admini--

strative groups ih the planning phaseof program development. This early

involvement Should enable the
5
coordinator to observe the institution's '.0action

to the proposal, particularly as'it may affect inter-departmentopl relationships,

enrollment factors,'scheduling, facilities, and equipment,.as well as'the

initiation of reactions' if licensing or. accreditation with the program is

needed.

ATthough only a limited number of programS require Special accreditation

or are closely identified with licensure and most of these are related to

the health professions -- the coordinator should obtain full information

regarding such,accredttation and licensure early in the. assessment process.

With a proposed prOgnam An a health area, the coordinator should ascertain

from the American Medical Association which accreditation association will



provide the accrediting forms;'the California State Board of Licensure will

provide information regarding those professions requiring licensing.

Coordinators maybe aware-of nationai_groups., not yet iden'tified as accredit -

ing or liceniipg agencies in the state, which may provide information of-Value

in these areas. d.

Budget consideration should be given to those prbjects requiring
- ,

licensure-or4Ccreditationvboth the original costs and the yearlyzmainte-

riance costs of licensure or accreditation should be anticipated.

Similar efforts should be made to inform various members of the District,

other'institutions,-and the-community ofthe proposed plan. Again, the

purpose of such notification is'to obtain reactions to the proposal. Among

advantages to be gained are an early appraisal of the district's reactions,

feedback from area schools with similar programs, articulation from feeder

schools, and community reactions. Hopefully, unnecessary dUplication can

be, avoided, prospective students are alerted, and f ure employers may

contribute ideas and/or provide material support to the program.'

The most common method of gaining early input from the community is

through advisory, committee involvement, but some institutions report making

contacts with key'personnel in the occupation, involved without involving:the

formality of advisory committee meetings.

Questions:

1. After informing, the institution,4te district, and the community

of the proposed program, is there sufficient support from th6W to

mote ahead with planning?

2. Doe5 the program appear o be unnecessarily duplicating courses

or programs already,of ened1in the institution, in'the district, or

area?
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. Are the objections raised'significant enough fiat ch.anges should be

made in the progr1am?

4. What methods, of providing inforMation to the institution, district

and community arp,used? Are they satisfactElry?

5. Does the.instftution have.a system for obtaining and evaluating

information received relative to a propdsed program?

Has the coordinator determiried how to obtain special accreditation

or licensing-if such is necessary for this proposed program?

rItt are %he accreditation agency' orlicensur-e board requirements?

a

3?
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MAKEPRELIMINARY {ASSESSMENT OF REQUIRED RESOURCES

1K

Guideline: Prior to 'a definitive assessment of the proposed new

program's Obqpired resources, a preliminary estimate based upon available,

information should be made.

Ikrocedures: Rough estimates should be made of ajor cost factors for

the propOsed program, including such,osts 6s.personkl, facilities, equipment

supplieS and needed support services.
0,

After identifying these items, some general consideration of various

methods of financing the program should be made.. These would include

costs that can be,met with current resources (e.g. transfering of instructors,

use of presentfacilitia'and'equipment); estimate of additional costs;

consideration of feasibility of Oecfal funding from the distribt, state,

or federal sources; and identification of any potential financial assistance

that might be,available*from private.. sources.

'Questions:

Does the institution have a system to assist in making ktOrlinary

costanalYsis?

2. What are the estimated costs for the major budget items -(personnel,

facilities, equipment)?

3. What percent of the major)pudge costs can be met using current

suf pOlies of:eqUipmentYpersonnel, and facilities?

4. What additional costs will be expected'after deducting current.'

`resources from anticipated needs?

5. 'What are the anticipated funding sources -

federal, private business?

insti-Wonal,.State
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IDENTIFY TENTATIVE EVALUATION SYSTEM

1L

During the preliminary assessment stage, considerition

should be given. to evaluation methods that might be utilized when the

program is operative.

Prtedures: Although realizing that all factdrs relating to the

proposed program have not beendetermned at this time, the coordinator of

a program should recognize that many phases of a new program will have to be

eialuated. Tentative monitoring and evaluation systems should be,identified

in the initial °proposal planning stages...

The coordinator should attempt to ascertain what aspects of the program

will need to be evaluated. The coordinator should also ensure that

''monitoring system is being identified as the program proceeds toward its

stated objectives:

Questions:

1. Wflat aspects of this program should be monitored? Evaluated?

2. Have,other institutions with similar' programs been contacted to

determine their evaluation methods?

stated,objeCtives measurable?

4 In assessing evaluation possibilities, what consideration will

be given to the following evaluation systems and/or-areas:

students placed, att ition, student and faculty evaluations of

prog-raM, adViSory comrai.ttees evaluations,)course evaluations,

. evaluation of instruotoreffectiveness eyaluationOf-placement

services, evaluation of ancillary services, adequacy of field

'experiences, effectivenessOf promotion .systemprdvision for

student services, opportunity for student self-evaluation's,



guidince/cognseling effectiveness, method§'1 administrative

and tupervisorysevaluation?

5: Who,will be primarily responsible f r the evaluation of the

program? What one person?

6. Are any of the California statewide systems (COPES - SAM -DROVE

e etc.) to be used?

7. Has acounty agency been considered as an evaluation bddy?-

N9. Has an academic department been identified for its pare in the

evaluation system?

Has the institution developed a'self evaluatioh (18)?
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INITIATE DEFINITIVE,ASSEMMENT

---- .2A

Guideline: After making a preliminary assessment of a proposed occupa-

tional program, a definitive assess

nation is to proceed.

Procedures: Some basic research data must be obtained prior to initiating

a new program. The program coordinator must establish a system ;of data

ent should be initiated if the determi-

collection, analysis, and decision making. How extensive such a system is

to be is dependent upon, the nature of the program.

In larger districts, or where more complex programs are planned, some

consideration must be given to the following: Assignment of specific

responsibility for obtaining and coordinating research information; determi-

nation as to whether additional funding and/or consult'ants will be needed

for reserach; establishment of a time line for obtaining and reviewing infor-

mation pertinent to decision-making.

The major functions in the research phase of program initiation will be

to analyze employment demands and potential labor supply, to conduct a

literature search, and to ascertain the institutional and community support

for the program. At this point, the program coordinator must also consider

whether to utilize an advisory committee or to establish a new one to

assist in the research and analysis itage or to wait until the program has

J. developed further.

Questions:

1. Has the institution an organized research system?

2. Has some person been'given the rE"Spasibility.for_coordinating the

research information for the program?
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Have timelines. for data gathering, analysi, and decision-making

been established?

4. Will consultants be needed? ,If so, at what time and cost?.

5. Will release time be granted for research work.Or will an insti-

tutional research coordinator be assigned?

6. HaVe the parameters of a literature search been 4stabTished?

What pertinent literature (ERIC, etc.) is available?

7. Is there. an established advisory committee that.could provide_

pertinent information for this program?

8. Should a new subject advisory committee'be establihed_to assist

this program?

42
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ANALYZE EMPLOYMENT DEMAND AND'POTENTIAL LABOR SUPPLY DATA

3A

Guideline: Since the primary purpose of occupational education is

to prepare students for jobs, a new program should be initiated only

after a thorough assessment has been made of employment opportunities and

labor supply information.

Procedures: The coordinator of the proposed program shOuld utilize

a wide variety of methods to ascertain the current and future job markets.

The most common procedures include utilization of information garnered

from advisory committees, various private and governmental agencies,

surveys conducted among local employers, new industries-in the area, and

information supplied by the institution's staff.

A major decision must also be made as to the geographical area

to be encompassed in the study. As pointed out in the New York State

handbook (32), there is a great variance in how inclusive such a study

should be and what areas should be considered. A question as to whether.

to initiate a program in accounting that would be significant for its

graduates on a national scale would be treated very differently from

one in which a study must be made to ascertain the job opportunities

in 'the field of opthalmic optics. In the first instance there is a

steady national demand; in the latter, a well-defined occuliational

market must _be identified.

All of the California program approval agencies are now insisting that

evidence of jbb market analysis, surveys, and other information identifying

job possibilities must be included in the applications for new program

approval (5).
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The various subsections under this major "critical path" box

describe current state practices of occupational administrators, as they

seek to -gairlPinformation relating to manpower,information. Efforts

are directed toward obtaining data from various statistical gathering-

sources and via contacts with employers and-institutions providing

Jirst-hand infprmation on current area labor needs and labor Supply

sources.

-/

Mro
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OBTAIN JOB INFORMATION DATA

3B

Guideline: Prior to the initiation of an occupational program, a

thorough study should be conducted of materials from and contacts with

individuals and agencies gathering and analyzing manpower data.

Procedures: What information is the coordinator seeking? An

identification of the nature of.various job opportunities, job titles,

and job skills, knowledge, and attitudes required for placement should -)

be included. An evaluation of such data should assist the planner in

determining the nature of the program -- should it be directed only toward

job placement or should it emphasize advanced placement and/or upgrading

of skills? Possibly a course or1 two within a currently opeefiting program

might be adequate, eliminating the necessity of initiating a new program.

As with procedures-for obtaining employment demand informaticin,

data regarding labor supply comes from a variety of sources: governmental

agencies (e.g. Labor Department, Bureau of the Census, Commerce Department),

licensing and accreditation agencies, the California Manpower Management

Information System (41), business and industry sources, and other publit

education institutions-in the area. Institutions seeking a model to
Y

use in obtaining both employment demand data and labor supply information

might obtain a copy, of the application of the 1975 CMMIS material to

program planning from Dr. Chester Howe, Director of Occupational Education

in the Simi Unified School District, Simi, California. Some caution

against too extensive dependence upon these data was stated by members

of this Project's consortium and repeated in material sent to the

Project from New Jersey. "The national and state manpower data does

4
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not usually play a very import-ant useful direct role in determining need

for a community college program. Rarely is this 'data sufficiently up-to-

date or specific to be helpful. Neither does it take into consideration

the source of supplies whiCh may be over producing manpoWW (30:25).

In addition to the information that can be garnered from the sources

listed, other labor supply sources may include an inflow of workers

to the area, individuals trained in private schools, in correctional

institutions, in themilitary, or through CETA.

Other major factors to lonsider in determining potential labor supply

are related to the desires o the community itself. The obvious potential

Aource comes from a sequence of students: the junior high student for

senior highs, the high school students as potential ROC/ROP or community

college ,5tudents. To ascertain occupation,a1 desires of these students,

various survey instruments have been described in this manual under

Title 5C, "Obtain Student Reactions."

Another vpluable resource for many institutions has been the

Employment Development Division of the State. Again, both'writtenm

information and personal contacts with the, division's personnel have

proven valuable to occupational program coordinators. Similar positive
or

reactions were reported by consortium members in referring to information

gained from CETA personnel.

It is anticipated that by studying national, state, and area

statistics, the program coordinator will be able to identify job titles,

employment trends, and types of industry desiring employees who are

to-come from the projected program.

Questions:

1, Does the institution have a systematic program for obtaining

4
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information relating to the potential labor supply?

2. Is this material available to faculty and staff?

3. Is there a metha Of,encouraging dialogue among-the institution's

personnel and -those representing governmental and other agencies

and departments thaLorovide information relative to job skills

improvements and job opportunities?

4. Has the institution been involved with the state's efforts

to provide up-dated and pertinent manpower information (e.g.

CMMIS and SAM)?

5. Does the information gained by the coordinator reviewing the

manpower data alter the nature of the original proposal (e.g.

cost factors, teaching strategy, student characteristics)?

I
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CONDUCT EMPLOYER SURVEYS AND PROJECT EMPLOYMENT DEMANDS 11'

3C

Guideline: Although some programs are established for very broad

7
geographical areas, most institutions identify a majority of their

occupational programs with the needs of their community. Before establish,

ing a program for a specific geographical area, the initiator should

obtain local manpower information.

Procedures' After identifying the geographical area to be served,

the program coordinator will have to determine the methods to use in

obtaining local information regarding the job-producing possibilities

of the proposed program. A variety of methods have been utilized:

random sampling by mail of industries in the area that might utilize

the program's graduates; the use of an advisory committee's recommendations;

personal contacts made with'key persons in the occupational organizations

related with the proosal (36). Data from any one of these systems

should be coordinated in order to avoid the distortions arising from any

one of .them.

The format for employer surveys in. the State varies considerably,

t many incorporate the following materials: an opening statement is

made describing the local area to be surveyed (21) and theeprojected

program, and an appeal is directed to the recipient to assist the

institution by answering such pertinent questions as: Do you see this

occupation as a viable one? Is it one in which eMployment will vary

considerably from year to year? What will the employment opportunities

be for graduates? For part-time work while at school? What will graduates

be paid? What opportunities will there be for pay increases? For
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opportunities to advance? What related career ladder fields are available?

What increases in employment in this occupation does the company anticipate

this year? In the. next four years? What opportunities are there for

placement in advanced training in the same occupation?

Huntington Beach High School ('20) requires that at least five

potential employers do one or more of the following: hire trainees,

assist in planning and promoting the program, agree to provAde a train-

ing facility, agree that the program is needed. An interesting and

extensive area'employer survey was done by Harbor College in the

Los Angeles District in 1975 which illustrated the difficulties inherent

in long-term projections in a metropolitan community (24).

Written descriptions of advisory committee surveys were scarce,

but many of the questions listed above were posed by some, with a few
O

institutions identifying such additional questions as: What percent

of the committee endorsed the proposed program? What were the objections

of those who dissented? As with previouS guideline data, state agencies

are requesting information from institutions-about the results of their

employment surveys and job market analyses (5).

Excellent employer follow-up materials, methods and suggested

procedures are provided in a recently issued manual for community colleges

by Dr.,Ben Gold (17). Information provided should be valuable to all

program planners whether college, high school or ROC/ROP based.

A complete description of one district's survey techniques and

'pinning process is provided imthe "Planning Process Manual for

Vocational Education" prepared by Maribeth Potter in 1975 (41). This

system utilizes the California Manpower Management Information System

(CMMIS), and incorporates a cover letter to employers, a description of

43
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interviews, a questionnaire, and follow-up letters. ,Among other benefits

- derived from this surv,eyWas that of obtaining a volunteer committee

to assist with the-future implementatioirof the proposal and to publicize

in the community the possibility of,establishing'a new occupational

program.

Some qdestions have been raised about employer survey methods that,

may be of value to the planning coordinator. A good summary of theSe

is found in New York State's "Program Planning in Two-Year Colleges"

(32:62,63), in which- the following questions are raised: "How well
%

does the contact person understand his firm's future needs? How frank?

What contingencies may change his opinion? ;:What factors are most

influential in determining a firm's needs?" This Cornell study urg's

program initiators to check employer estimates with labor unions,

business and professional associates, governmental agencies, and urges

them to be aware of the possible biases of employers. Another question
q

to consider is the degree of commitment on the part of firms replying

to the questionnaires?

Questions:

1. ,What are the various methods the coordinator of,a proposal

uses to obtain the employment demand data needed?

2. Has the coordinator analyzed the data sources to reduce the bias

factors often present in obtaining such information?

3. How is the determination made as to which geographic area the

new program will serve?

"A. How complete is the questionnaire,concerning employmentlore

qu4tions posed on trainee salaries, graduate salaries, and

futlire opportunities of graduates?



5 Are employers asked to commit themselves to assist the program?

6. What actions are taken to check information provided by employers

with,other.data sources (e.g. goiernmental data banks, institutional

staff-members, labor. organizations) ?.

(
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OBTAMLOCAL 'LABOR SUPPLY DATA

3D

Guideline: Prior to initiating new occupational program, the

coordinator should have a thorough'knowledge of the area's labor supply

Sources to ensure that Oere will be a sufficient supply of trained

workerS.

Procedures: Major efforts of the coordinator seeking information

relating to the current and anticipated supply of trained job applicants.

must be direCted toward articulating with the various area institutions

and toward determining if the're are. significant changes in the demograPhic

patterns of the community. Some,part of this articulation effort Should

be. directed.. toward obtaining information from educational agencies,

business firmt, and hon-educatinalagencies, such as hospitals, which

often provide major in-house educational programs. The primary purpose

ese efforts are to determine the nature and number of persons

who are currently being trained or who will be trained in the near

future.

Even more significant data can normally be obtained by the coordinator

from the various educational institutions in the service area. The

primary effort should be to determine whether-too few or too many job

applicants, are being trained.

According to the natu a of the prograM, a, determination must be

made as to which educational institutions should be contacted, but in

some instances all public and private high schools,ROC/ROPS,-community

colleges, private schools and universities have valuable input and

'should-be approached.

5-
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Various types of information-gathering forms are bei4 utilized

to,determine,the.nuMber of -students completingtraining in any one occu-

pational area. One used by the Los Angeles Unified School District

is illustrative of such forms' (8). Included in this survey:are such

questions a9: Is training for this occupation currentlrbeing offered?

DO you plan to' offer such in the immediate future? Has this4rogram

,;'been offered by you in the past? Reasons for discOntinuande? If

offered previously, what was the Course- length?

Other.similarsurvey f6rms are utilized with the major objective

in mind--that of ascertaining the current and future market for job-

trained applicants. Many occupational administrators also obtain'

valuable data covering this subject at such vocational area functions

i as RAVE Council meetings. Members of this PrOject'S consortium also

recommended that occupational adminthrators'keep apPriAfed of the in-

formation available from demographers who can provide.'valuable input

regarding the local employment at labor supply.

On the biasis of the information provided in formal requests and

the information gathered from demographers and from colleagues in the

area, the coordinator must make.an evaluation of the potential for

graduates in the proposed program.

Questions:

1.. Does the institution have good articulation with proprikary

and public schools, colleges, and universities in its market

area?

(

2. Is there a. stematic method of obtaining information,relative

1to labor SO ly factors from these institutions?



3. Are'records kept to ascertain the value of market area data

submitted?

4.. Does the institution have systematic ghthodt of obtaining labor

supply data from agencies, businesses, or industries that provide

Irsonnel training? .

5. Does the institution have access to labor supply information

from such governmental agencies asthe California. Employment

Development Department anal: the U. 5: Department of LabOr?

Does'the institution obtain and utilize local labor supply

data :from demographers?

7 1
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PROJECT LONG RANGE EMPLOYMENT SUPPLY AND DEMAND DATA

3E /

Guideline: On the basis of information obtained from employment

demand and labor supply sources, the coordinator of a pmposal should

be able to project for five years the manpower needs for the particular

'Ilccupation.

Procedur Many states (42) and school districts include in their

written -guide ines a mandate that employment demand and labor supply

data be included in any request to initiate a new program (7). In

addition to requests for narrative accounts of such information, some

'districts have established forms encompassing what the schools must

provide. Thes usually include a request for a job descriptiqn, what

the expan and replacement needs are to be, the geographical area

to be serviceKa detailed market analysis, and a description of the

-sources of information. At San Mateo Community College the administrative

procedures state that "programs will be established only when job oppor-

tunities can be anticipated for a period of at least five years.

Occupational programs will be developed. only when there are job oppor-

tunities expected for at least a minimum class of graduates per year"

(38:1).

AdMiOstrators seeking a good model utilizing CMMIS will want to

review themanual produced a(t Simi Valiey.Unified School District

(41) that was previously identified in this booklet.

Questions:.

"1. Are comprehensive data incorporating area. demand and supply

information available atcthis institution? Have procedures

been established to obtain such information?.



2. Have criteria been established upon which-information received

can be evaluated and utilized?

3. Is the staff familiar with the general methodology involved

in obtaining and evaluating manpower information?

Are distributed questionnaires analyied as to their purposes?

Their effectiveness?

5. Who is'involved in analyzing data received and in making

recommendations as to wheiier to proceed with the proposal

planning? How effective is this system?

6. Is the five-year minimum time rule for a,programused at this

institution? Is it a practical rule?

5-8
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DETERMINE SCHOOL, COMMUNITY AND STUDENT INTEIREicTS,_

4A

Guideline: A new occupational program should be initiated only

after ascertaining that it has, or probably will have, the support of

the school and the community, end will -attract student enrollment.

Procedures: Prior to initiating a program, a coordinator should

attempt to determine what the effect of such a program will be upon

the community and upon the institution. Various techniques are used

throughout the State: research is made on similar projects in other

areas; needs assessments are conducted; questionnaires are sent to the

community and to the institution's personnel (faculty, administrators,

and students); administrators may survey other institutions when it

appears likely that students questioned might attend the administator's

school; and some institutions provide a system of inviting-institutional

and community feedback to proposals prior to submitting them for'state

approval.

This portion of program assessment is a crucial one requiring careful

analysis by the coordinator. Normally, at this assessment stage, the

definition of the proposal is still in the formative stage, and the

program may not become operational for a good number of reasons. Some

institutions replying to the questionnaire point out that the coordinator

must guard against too strong an advocacy', of a proposed program that

may not be approved. At the same time, he or she must keep the in-

stitution and community informed as to its progress. Particularly

important is the need to keep good communication among those who are

later to implement the program.

The following sections describe the various methods that have been
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used throughout the state to determine whether there will be sufficient

enrillment and whether or not there will be support frL the institution

and the community.
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OBTAIN POTENTIAL STUDENTS'- REACTIONS

4B

Guideline: Since the primary purpose of establishing a new

occupational program is°to provide job training, every effort should

be made to determine potential students' reactions to.a proposed program.

Procedures: As with other aspects. of proposing new programs, the

State of California has mandated that some evidence of student interest

in such programs must be included in the institution's request for

program approval (5). Most of the respondents to this Project's

questionnaire had establiihed procedures designed to obtain student interest

information. Some replies inpicated that-the institutions relied upon

staff inputfaculty, administrators, and counselors. However, none

of those relying on staff input alone identified any formalized system

of obtaining their data.

Senior high schools, ROC/ROPs, and community colleges have all

used student body surveys of their own instituti Jr of, feeder schools

to obtain more definitive information,of the occupational interests,

aptitudes, and career goals of students.

Those institutions wishing to obtaiMa complete model of student.

career assessments which utilizes the CCMIS concept will find a thorough

coverage of the process in the Simi Valley Planning Process Manual.

This manual describes the use of the California Personnel Inventory,

the student career profile, school summary reports, and Ventura County

Statistical ReportS (41).

Additional resources have become available .to obtain information

of student interests in various occupations through the increase in

comprehensive career guidance centers based on the supermarket concept.
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These centers assist students in making tentative career decisions,

testing them through part time work or cooperative education work

experience programs, and planning educational programs in line with

their goals. In the process, career counselors and placement interviewers

collect a great deal of information on student' occupational choices.
7

The increase in placement centers also has contributed to an

-increase in the amount of information available to educators on student

interest in various occupations. In addition, the proliferation of

outreach teaching centers by all elements of education may provide another

source of information. Community members, who in the past could not

be reached, can now be carefully questioned as to their occupational

Preferences.

The "new students" (e.g. the handicapped, women returning to education,

and senior citizens) attending primarily Regional Occupational Centers,

adult schools, and community colleges, may serve as the focus of new

programs. Here student interest may not be too evident in an early

random sampling of a group and aJcordingly, a major effoi-t to promote

the program by explaining its advantages and disadvantages to a target

population may be required'before a meaningful survey can be taken.

Prevocational orientation, and exploratory experiences are examples of

effective ways used by some_ reporting schools of introducing prospective

students to new ocfupation6 fields.

According to questionnaire respondents, the coordinator of a new

*gram should be able to provide sufficient relevant information regard-

ing student interest so that there is promise of a starting cla4 and

of continued enrollment through a five-year period large enough to

concon inuation of the program. Some responding schools cautioned
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that the abs e of high student interest in itself should not rule

out consideration for a curriculum that has good jobs waiting at the

end of the line.

Questions:

1. Does the institution utilize an on-going system for obtaining

potential student reactions to occupational education oppor-

tunities--both from the school's population and from other

community sources?

2. Are there criteria established for analyzingbod utilizing

information received?

3. Does the institution maintain constant articulation with other

feeder schools and with colleges and diversities that could

provide insight into the occupational interests of future

students?

4. Does the institution have contacts with business and industrial

firms, and with private and governmental agencies to ascertain

whether their employees might be interested in this program?

5. After reviewing the materials relevant to potential student

interest in the proposed pt4ogram, does the coordinator wish

to continue the definitive assessment study? As a result

of the information gathered from the review of student interests,

are there changes that should be made in the originally conceived

proposal?
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,

4TERMINEINSTITUTIONAL AND COMMUNITY REACTIONS

4C

Guideline: The coordinator of a proposed occupational program

should ascertain the nature and amount of support the program will get

from both the institution and thefcommunity.'

Procedures: Although some community and institutional reactions may

be obtained by the coordinator' when potential student reactions are sought,

additional efforts should be made to determine the support of the insti-

tution's staff and the community in general.

Particularly important in initiating a new program is the staff

reaction. Both the administration and the faculty should be familiar, with

the propoSal as soon as poSsible inorder to assist in its deVelopMent

and later:to help In its implementation and evaluation. Several colleges

reported that their communication system for proposed programs included

early notification of departments concerned, faculty senate committees,

curriculum committees, advisory:committees, district'committees, and

student groups. In many of these contacts, feedback was requested in the

-form of suggestions and reactions to the program. Particularly sensitive

areas are those-related to budgeting; staffing, problems arising from the

effect of the proposed'programupon qther programs at the institution or

in the district, and ensuring that articulation agreements with other

institutions were considered in the planning (14). Additional aspects- of

the effect of a new programon other programs are covered in this manual

under 5D, "Ascertain effect on.111ther programs."

Another areawhere informatiom and feedback are necessary is the ,com-

munityAiere the institution is:located. Already noted are efforts to' alert

business, industry, and various community agencies about the proposed program
,

6
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'as it relates to manpower data. Other contact methods mentioned in

questionnaire replies included communication via radio and television, and

through parent-teacher organzations,'the Chamber of Commerce, local unions,

and Narious types of coordinating councils (33).

That the proposed programs may involve problems of professional

ethics was another community consideration to which. the coordinator muse

be sensitive according to the.consortium members. Recent problemt relating

to the medical profession and nursing were identified. Here close communi-

cation with professional associations, licensing boards, and ccreditatiOn

committees was advised.

More and more attention is now being given to the need for avoiding

"unnecessary duplication" of existing courses (5). The State Chancellor's

office of the Community Colleges has identified a large number of programs

that may not be offered unless special approval' is obtained (3).

State regulating bodies are quite specific as to the prOof required to

show that there is need for a new program and that the program is not

unnecessary duplication. The community colleges are directed to: "Report

interdistrict attendance agreements, actions, and comments of area or

regional councils, inter or intradistrirt advisory groups, advisory committees

or similar bodies testifying to the neuu for program. Attach minutes"(5).

.
The establishment of Regional Adult and Vocational Education Councils

(RAVEC) has emphasized the State's insistence that new occupational programs'

receive area-wide scrutiny. City College of San Francisco identifies some

of this regional planning as a positive way to obtain information on

1

similar.programs by obtaining information on costS, retention, succeStes,

and problems (36). San Bernardino Regional Occupation Program requests

that a description be provided as to "how this prograM has been articulated
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with existing programs at the community college, adult schools, high

schools, and/Or other training programs (34).

An early effort to provide regional or community, cooperation among the

'various institutions within the same area was CHAR, (College, High

School, Adult School, and Regional Occupational Programs and Centers),

"

and organization established to provide program accOuntaWity and to

reduce program duplication. The model established serves as "an occupational

guidance and counseling tool for students and educafbrs" (43'.'6). In a

booklet describing the program, Dictionary of Occupational Titles titles

for numerous occupations are identified and listed al gig with the various

area institutions that provide training for.each of the jobs. In addition,.

the CHAR organization examines programs in the area to avoid duplication of

effcirt, and advisory committees are established to ensure that courses are

realistic, to ascertain when new courses are needed, and Ito recommend when

programs should be'modified to meet current needs.

Similar regional planning groups have been formed in other parts of

the state; these include the San Diego Area Community College Vocational

Education Planning Committee, the San Joaquin Valley Community College

Council for Occupational Education and the Santa Clara Courity Community

College Area Planning Council.

A coordinator of a new occupational program is often faced with the

problem of avoiding "unnecessary duplication" of programs. What is

"unnecessary"? Pressure for new programs surfaces when the job market appears

sufficiently strong. to warrant additional programs or when pressures come

from students, trustees, and/or the community. The administrators mush

first ascertain whether similar programs are being offered in,the area and

then whether or not the contemplated program. "unnecessary duplication."
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Programs with similar names may vary considerably." Los Angeles Unified

School District Regional Occupational Centers and Programs identify some

d4tinguishing-faCtors that may separate programs wIlich on the surface

appear to be similar. These include a careful review of the program pre-

requisites (student test scores, courses, experiences, abilities), the

course objectives and course description, and special emploAent criteria (26).

Other factors of significance that would appear to separate programs

sufficiently so that they would not be identified as "unnecessary duplica-

tion" would include: the distance factors involved when similar programs

are in quite separate locations even though in the same service area; the

. . time factors involved in completing the programs; and the teaching metho-

dology.

Questions:

1. Does the institution have a system of 'communication by which it can

readily disseminate to faculty, staff, and community. information

about a new curriculum Does it have a way of accurately determining

what the reactions of these various'groups are?

2. Has the institution established good contacts or relations with

professional groups, busindlses, and labor so that when sensitive

curricula are proposed, an-opinion representing.the group affected

can be obtained?

3. Is the institution familiar with the State Chancellor's list Of

"specialized programs" (July 6, 1976)?

4. Are early contacts with RAVE Cou cils made when new programs are in

their initial stages?

5. Does the institution have a definition of- "unnecessary prograM

duplication"?
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DETERMINE, CURRICULUM NEEDS AND AVAILABLE RESOURCES

5A

-,

Guideline: Prior to identifying budget factors or moving toward

local and state approvalsfor'a new program, the coordinator should

carefully assess the proposed curriculum.

Pro dures: The curriculum assessment should include efforts to
;

clarify the program's needs,.goals, and objectives; identify methods
of improVing student skills and abili es; ascertain what the program's

affect will be on other programs, and determine, when and where to

establish the new program; and anticipate what enrollment the program

will draw.

Although the needs and resource assessment of a proposed program

curriculum can be made by the coordinator, many of the districts replying

to this Project's questionnaire recommended that such studies be done

with the active participation of an institutional or institutional-

community advisory committee. In addition to the expertise that such

a committee can bring to bear, on the questions relating to budget.and

curriculum, members of these committees are often those individuals

who will be most active'in establishing and implementing the programs.

11%
The organization and function of these committees varies considerably

throughout the State. Some institutions utilize only institutional

members - - (often a curriculum committee); others rely heavily upon

committees with large numbers of community members. These can be helpful

when the primary objective is to determine what the best curriculum

for job-training should be.

Most respondent colleges identified curriiille committees as

6 2



significant determiners Of policy making in program initiation, Some

high schools also reported utilizing these committees in thislanner,

e.g., Tulare (45) and Long Beach (23).

ThEy various colleges reported thaetheir curriculum committees

performed rather uniform services: review of all proposed new courses

and programs; review of all proposed deletions or changes in catalog

descriptions; and review of any contemplated changes in hours and units

prior to their being sent to the president's cabinet and/or to the

Faculty Senate.

Various methods of handling new programs were reported by Canada

College, Foothill, Cuesta, and Cosumnes, with Yuba College providing'a

quite detailed list of curriculum committee /functions. Yuba College

uses this committee in the following instances: when any research or

campus-wide study relating to curriculum developme7t is needed, when

any modifications are proposed which would significantly alter programs

in a division; when one division's plans have significant impact on

another division; when the committee is asked to arbitrate betWeen the

administration and a division; and when any recommendation is made to

discontinue a program without the joint approval of the division and

administration (48).

In multicampus districts; many of the above areas receive a second

"review" by District Curriculum Committees that often screen proposed

programs prior to their being submitted to the Boards of Trustees or

to Sacramento. Some districts rely upon occupational committees utililing

both Faculty and community advisors to assist at this stage of curriculum

development.



..Quest.ions,.!

1. Does the institution have a broad-based committee to assist'

in the determination of policies and procedures for reviewinp

the curricular aspects of a new program? Are the functions

and limitations of such committees spelled out?

2. Does the institution havd'a 'system for providing curriculum

change information tip'its own fa lty, area schools,' and to

the community ?. Are there-provisions for feedback?

3. Does the institution encourage 'curriculum change? How?

4. Does the institution have a method to lessen the possibilities,

of arbitrarin6ss by either faculty or administration in develop-

ing the institution's curriculum?

5. Does each proposal reCe)ye a review and/or an napproValufrom

the institution's curriculk committee (or its counterpart)?

Has the utilization of an occupational advisory committee been

rc

considered for some phases of the curriculum planning?

0

6)
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CLARIFY PROGRAM'S NEEDS, GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

5B

Guideline.:, ,As,the definitive'assessment of the proposal'progresses,

r .

the originally identified needs, goals, and objectives of the program

shoUld be reviSed sin light of the information gathered.

Procedures: After researching employment demands, analyzing

potential-lbor,Supply data, and identifying institutional and community
- .

interests in the program, the coordinator should be in a position to

make proposal Modifications-,-particularly relating to the original

goals and objectives.

A review of thepreliminary assessment information should identify

the original tentative decisions that should now be solidified or

altered according to the additional definitive assessment data. The whole

range of items identified in the preliminary assessment should be

reconsidered: job titles, the students' skills at program completion,

instructional strategy, and personnel needs, among others,.

A clarification of the program description itself should be initiated.

Some institutions have.Urged-that the description should be written

as though it were to go into a college catalog with particular emphasis

given to the student competencies to be developed. Specifically state

-what the student will be able to do when h completes the program..

.Give attention to: skills to be acquired', transfer possibilities,

(and):.employment opportunities (4). The Los Angeles Unifie'd SchO61

District ROC/ROP office requests, too, that all information obtained

to establish the need for the project be included in the application

for. approval (25). ,The coordinator should be able to assist the



proposardevelopers in writing clearly stated, relevant and realistic

curriculum goals.

At this point-objectives for the program4Ould be rewritten with

particular emphasisin each course upon the student competencies expected
a

upon program completion and methods of evaluating each objective.

Some districts recommend that such.objectives be measurable and state

that if-applicable, career Tadders.be identified also (11).

Of increasing importance in occupational program planning is the

need to include in the program objectives the special efforts being

made by the institutions to encourage the "new students" to attend--women,

aged, minorities,'and handicapped; to ensure that the curriculum is free

of sex or racial bias; and to provide special teaching approaches and

services to encourage student retention (2).

Questions:

1. On the basis of the Kew information gained as a result of the

definitive assessment, have the original go'als and objectives

of the proposed prograM been,improved?

2. Has the time schedule 4cor initiating the program been changed?

3.. Have all aspects of the preliminary assessment been reviewed

to ensure that a completeidefinite assessment has been conducted?

4. Has the program proposal moved away from a generalized plan to

one which now incorporates-specific courses with emphasis upon

e.
sequential learning?

5. Are goals and objectives written in such a way as to emphasize

,

student competencies?

:6: Have factors related to encouraging and retaining the "new

students" been incorporated into the goals and objectives?
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DEVELOP TEACHING STRATEGIES

5C

Guideline: After having made a definitive assessment of a program

proposal's goals and obj6ctives, a thorough analysis of the proposed

teaching strategies for the program should be initiated.

Procedures: At this stage of the definitive assessment, the program

director should have received sufficient input relating to manpower

projections and institution and community reactions so that a definitive

assessment can be made of the program's teaching strategies. In as

sensitive an area as this, close support of the instructors, the depart-

ments concerned, and advisory committees is normally sought.

Basically, the institution is now attempting'to identify which

general educational processes will enable the students to acquire the

characteristics, skills, and attitudes.that "graduates" of the program

should possess. At this time the courses for program completion should

be established, the interrelationships between this program and others-

at the institution should be clarified (see additional data in section

5D of/ this manual), opportunities for field work or work experience

should be identified, the minimal standards of student performa'nce

expected, the hours and credits determined, and the testing and grading

policies ascertained.

At this time, too, courses to be included in the program should

be listed including an expected sequence or learning pattern (5).

Some districts alSo require that colirse outlines, including skill per-

formances and knowledge objectives, be incorporated in any proposal

application submitted for approval.
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Other significant factors for consideration in this definitive

assessment stage of program determination should include "an understanding

of the nature of the students entering the program--whether prerequisites

are to be established and Whether student pre-testing should be scheduled.

Particularly significant factors relating to methodology must also be

reviewed: how much theory and/or practice should be incorporated in

any one course? Are work experiences, work studies, clinical practices,

or field projects a part of the proposed teaching strategy for this

program? What supportive elements are necessary for a successful program\x

(e.g. counseling, guidance, financial aids, bgsic skills improvement,

library, job placement)?

If the coordinator is not familiar with curriculum development,

assistance can be-obtained through universities in-service training,

and from county curriculum specialists, state consultants or other

resources.

Questions:

4

1. In the light of data observed, what are the teaching strategies

that appear to be most promising for this program?

2. Have the departments, instructors, and administrators who will

later be closely involved with this new program been kept

sufficiently aware of its assessment progress so that they can

assist in planning teaching strategies?

3. --Has the research or l4terature survey identified any innovative

teaching methods'that might be utilized in this program?

4. Have occupational leaders in the community been involved in

the development of teaching strategies?
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5. Have the major anticipated student learning skills, knowledge,

and attitudes been sufficiently identified so that the teaching

strategies for each can be easily designated?

6. Is there sufficient knowledge of the characteristics of students

coming to this program so that anticipated teaching strategies

I

have taken these into account?

r".
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ASCERTAIN EFFECT UPON OTHER PROGRAMS

5D

Guideline: Following its development, the coordinator should

review the proposed program to ascertain its relationship with other

programs at the institution, in the district, and in the area.

Procedures: Asse ment of the implications of establishing a

new program within an institution requires a review of institutional and

_departmental goals; a tentative identification of which department,

if any, is to "house" the new program; and a detetination of the

effect of the new program on that department'§eurriculum, personnel,

student enrollments, and budget. The administration must determine how

the new program will effect other programs and the implications of

such modification on the institution. For example, the new program

may add or drop students from current programs; some courses may be

combined or cancelled (37); some new programs may attract first-time

entrants.

State interest in the effects of new programs on institutions

is also evident' in the requiremebt that institutions requesting approval

for initiating new programs must identify what service the proposed

program will, provide to otl4r disciplines (5). Districts

are also concerned with thglimpact of a new program at any of its in-

stitutions, both on the "home" institution and upon other distritt

schools. Many districts identify "occupational families" in certain

schools, encourage development of new programs at such schools, and

discourage similar programs in other district schools or colleges (12).

Where a.proposed program is similar to another in the district, a written

justification for such duplication must be provided.
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Program planners should also identify and contact institutions

with similar programs already in existence in their service area to

enure that unnecessary duplication does not take place. Such contacts

often provide lerds regarding the success rate of graduates and can lead

to a feasibility study of a cooperative arrangement between the two

institutions as an alternative to offering another program.

Area and institutional contacts at this time sh&uld also embrace

articulation contacts with other institutions feeding both "forward,

and backward." As an example, community colleges may contact high

schools and ROC/ROP agencies to report a proposed program and might

also contact four-year colleges to ascertain whether certain programs

will be accepted for university credit.

Questions:

1. Does the institution have a method of providing feedback from

significant sources the institution, in the district, and

in the local area institutions regarding the effects of the

. proposed program upon each?

2. Will the program generate students outside the campus or draw
of

from other programs in the school? Will the program replace

or incorporate any existing programs?

3. Will the program add to enrollments in other departments?

4. What effects will the program have on budgets (personnel,

equipment, facilities, supplies)?

5. Have factors of unnecessary duplication in the service area been

reviewed?

6. Has the institution articulated the program with feeder schools

and higher institutions?

7 3



(rDETERMINE BEST IME AND PLACE TO OFFER PROGRAM

5E

Guideline: In making the definitive assessment of curriculum

decisions for a new program, the coordinator must determine the best

time and place to c/ffer the program.

Procedures: Although decisions relating to when and where to

offer .new programs are dependent upon many factors (particularly budget),

some tentative planning must be made as the curriculum needs are being

assessed.

An early determination must be made as to the date when the

program will be initiated (5). Another basic decision for colleges and

Regional Occupational Centers and adult schools is the time of day

to offer the program. Several respondents to this Project's questionnaire

strongly recommended that whenever possible, new programs should be

initiated on a trial basis in the evening so that their viability could

'rbe tested.

Convenience factors loom significantly, too, in time determination.

Room utilization, student transportation, the school's daily schedule

(15), must all be considered. Attention also must be given in program and

course scheduling to ensure that facilities are conveniently located

for students who have' to travel.

As interest has increased in outreach and non-traditional teaching

methodology, there has been commensurate interest throughout the State

in weekend use of facilities, an increase in modular and mir\i-

courses, and an increase in utilization of equipment and facilities

beyond the traditional boundaries of the campus. In making choices
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of sites and times to offer programs, coordinators should consider

various sociological factors. Some programs will serve to augment

particular student interest if established in certain neighborhoods

but may create antagonism if established in others. Program initiators

have been urged by some respondents to be particularly sensitive to

community reactions when initiating outreach programs in "new" areas.

Based upon enrollment projections, discussed in following section

5F, the prograM planner should identify anticipated student stations,

the number of students to be placed in each, and the ancillary student

services that will be needed.

Questions:

1. Does the institution have a systematic method of ascertaining

when and where programs can best be offered? Does the

institution have a set time of the year for submitting new

proposals? Of initiating new prograMs?

2. Has the time sequence for the program and its courses been

identified?

3. Has a needs assessment been considered by which p6tential students

can identify time and place preferences for the program?

4. Have considerations been given to initiating courses in the

evening, on "staggered days," or on weekends? Is the institution

familiar with the sociologicl factors identified with initiating

a program in a "new" codMunity?

5. Has consideration been given to renting or leasing facilities

or equipment? To contracting for services?

6. Have student stations been identified?

r
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PROJECT ENROLLMENTS

5F

Guideline: Before any new proposal is initiated, assurances must

be made that student enrollments will be sufficient to ma
I'L
e a viable

program.

Procedures: "Projecting student enrollment is, perhaps, the most

difficult task for program planners" (32:50,51). Doubts about the

re-..oility of projecting enrollment information was repeated by many of

the administrators who replied to the Project's questionnaire; yet all

stated that these enrollment figures are essential to launching a new

program and they make every effort to get as accurate information as

possible.

Many districts reported that they rely heavily upon state enrollment

projections; high school interest inventories; community needs assess-

ments; their own student assessment studies; information from employers,

placement personnel, counselors, and other institutions offering the

same program; attendance patterns of related programs; and advisory

committees' input.

An early determination of future enrollments is made when the insti-

tution decides on the nature of the projected_program and, its students.

As an example, because of their cost alone, nursing p(ograms must

limit enrollment. Nursing students also must meet special admission

requirements m,prerequisites. On the other hand, the'school may

initiate its program on thebasis'of the community need and enwurage

"special" enrollmentsaged, minority, or handicapped.

Once the general nature of potential enrollees is determined,
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other projections can be initiated. When the program duration has been

established, some determination of course length can be madeTand a breakT#e

down of enrollments, year by year, can begin. In approving proposals,

most institutions request a three-year enrollment projection--a few ask:,

for five. Among data usually listed are the numbers of students antici-

pated in the program for the firSt, second,and third years; number of

entering, continuing, and reentering students; and ratio of full-time

and part-time students. Often requested, too, is the potential: impact

of the program on the F.T.E._Some forms request a description of

anticipated students by-age, sex, Handicapped, etc. Some districts have

established criteria for a minimum number of students to begin a program

and/or to graduate from it. A statement assuring that an adequate

number of students is available to initiate a quality program and sustain

it through a three-year period is often appended to district approval

forms.

A constant concern of-institutions and the state-is that new programs

should not be set up that "rob" other-programs (5). If .a program is

to drain from others, consideration must be given as to which is more

viable. This may lead to reducing or eliminating the programs considered

less valuable.

Often a major factor in student enrollments is the effort made

to promote the new program. 'Potential students are frequently unaware of

the job descriptions or job opportunities in any given area, and the

institution (and community) often have to advertise the benefits of .

a program and identify any special qualifications or r erequiites

required of students prior to enrolling, e.g., age, grade level, transpor-

tatiori, health check (34). Current legislation and student court suits

It)
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should make administrators wary of overstating the job opportunities

that may come to graduates of any one program.

Several districts also identify a contact person in the'institution

who will assist in the coordination required for recruitment, orientation,

and enrollment of target populations for new programs.

Other enrollment factors considered by Project questionnaire

respondents included the need to anticipate registration problems with

some special programs (e.g. resident verifications); the need-to determine

the number of anticipated graduates per year; and an estimate of the

. expected attrition rates of.the program. Programs which were identified

as being less likely to succeed were those with low entrance numbers,

low numbers of graduates, low placement, and those marked by high

/>
' attrition or heavy faculty turnover.

Questions:

1. Does the institution use any systematic method to obtain anticipated

enrollment dataf

2. Are efforts made to assess,occupational variables not normally

utilized in enrollment projections?

3. In assessing enrollment projections is consideration given to

student interest inventories; special societal needs to assist

minority; aged and handicapped; similar programs at the in

stitution or in the area; attrition factors; consultation

with advisory committees; reports from counselors and placement

officers?

4. Has at least a three-year. enrollment projection been made?
.T

5. Are distinctions made between entering and continuing students;

day and evening; full-time and part-time?
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6. Have minimum and maximum numbers of students for the programs

been established?

7. Has the effect of this program upon the enrollments of other

programs been anticipated? Action taken?

8. Have efforts been made to promote the program? .

9. How effective is re ruitment likely to be?

10. Have efforts been made to ensure that program publicity does

not promise too much?

11. Hosjpeindividual been identified who will "bird dog" the program

to ensure proper student orientation, registration, and follow-

up?
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REFINE EVALUATION WHoos.

xN,
6A

Guideline:, Prior to seeking local and state approval, the coordinator

of-proposed occupational program should,examine carefully the policies

and procedures to be utied iti, program e luation.
.

Procedures: .Increasingpressures'fo 'occupational program valuations
, v

. 4 ,

andfrom the community and from tegi, slatures h increased attention to

this phase of educational administration', of the state's school

districts now include an evaluation element in the district approval

'form, as does the State;was4n example the California Community Colleges

Form EP-1 asks, "What plans does the college have for'periodic evaluation

of this program, e.g. COPES, SAM, enrollment data, Transfer Student SuCcess

Rate, placement follow-up?" (5:3). Mdny'respondents to this Project's

questionnaire also identified Various,types of evaluations that the

individual schools or colleges have identified for their own use.

These.evaluation "systems" varied from ra#fier Omplistic ones calling

only for reports on attrition rates t more sophisticated ones ident-

ifying numerous facets of the proposed program to be evaluated.

Two aspects of 6aluation were often mentioned by Project respondents::

the monitoring of the program during its early stageS and a review

or summative evaluation after the program has operated a year" or two.

As a general pattern, the monitoring of new programs has been conducted
A

by the institution" tself-through the administration'and/ar:sthe

departments' concerned-abut in some instances, advisory commitpes assist

in this function. Anitoring usually is concerned primarily.;.with in-

suring that the prOgram is being conducted as planned, and emphasis

r,
is placedpon reviewing the quality of the teaching and the adequaCy

/.-
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a
orthe

4
physical aspects of the program.-

The monitoring of the learn* process incorporates such q estions
=

as whethO' the' course objectiveS, have been ,realized; additional objectives

have been added;some-objectiveS have-'been altered; and whether the

teaching methods are adequate...':In,addition, some districts include

an evaluation of.outsideclass-assignments as well as an'evaluation of

the instructor's relationship with students, community members, andemploy-

ers in the subject field (15).

The monitoring o-Lthe physical aspectt of newTrograms was' more

uniforM throughout the:State.: Questions usually involved the adequacr

of the.texts'and materials 'used and whether suOliet,.facilities,
. .

and equipment were satisfactory. It is at Is summative evalbdtion

phase"that thelevaluation-sAtems used throughout the State vary

''considerably from institution to.institution.

TWo major 'facas of evaluation methodolp4 emerge from the'cOrrent'

prectices; one is related to the variouareas evaluated by the
11.

institutions; the second refers to,the methods used in the evaluation.

As with the monitoring Ohase,maj,kemphasis in the sumMative

,evaluation is given to student leerning:. Included in this evaluation

A

are analysTs Of.the skillt acqdired, knowledge gained, and attitudinal

changes. 'Other factorg- clbserly related to student learning that, are

reviewed often include stUdies of job placements,.g9duate scores on

Credentialing examinations, and attrition rates.

Other evaluative aispeCts most. commonly mentioned include review

9if the value eed the effectiveness of the teaching methodology, the

curriculk is lf, advisory committees, .counselilig, jcb market data,
.J ..

tp, 4
administrate 'Ye support, the placement services, efforts 'to' attract`
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"new students," registration and _program promotion methods, the original

program goals and objectives, prerequisites used in "screening" students,

the physical aspects (Materials, facilities, equipment, transportation,

and texts), and the place and time of holding the program.

Obviously, 'a -very thorough examination of all of the evaluallion

items mentioned,above cannot-and need not be made. The primary decisions

of the program initiator are to deterMine what criteria are to,be most

significant for program.emaluation and then to determine how to best

measure these criteria.

The methods used throughout the State for evaluation vary' consider-

ably also. One of the more common patterns for internal evaluation is

for the department and administration to establish an evaluation team

to review recently establis4ed'programs. Again student learniftg is the

most common ingredient reviewed by these evaluation teams. Thus, efforts

are made to ascertain, on the basis of earlier established gpals and

objectivestlihat.student,skills, information, and attitudinal changes

resulted from the progvam. Also included in. almost all written evaluation

lists: are requests to obtain data relating to job placements--full-time,

part-time, jobs in' the pflagram field, and jobs in allied fields.

= Another method of evaluation is to use follow-up questionnaires

sent.to students and former students by the institution. One of the
r

most complete questionnaires is distributed by mail by the San Bernardino

111

County Regionarggcupational Program (34). This,surveywith telepnie

follow-up produced an 80 to. 90 percent return. It incorporated such

questions as: Where are you living now? Your current'job title?

4
How does your Soh relate tt_your educational training? Did you leave

ROP early? Did you learn enough skills to get a job? Was.the ROP
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program satisfactory? If not, why? Content? Instructor? Time?

Length? Materials and equipment? Was guidance satisfactory? Have

you visited a high school career center? .Useful? Who helped you,most

in planning your future?

Other mail-type questionnaires include queries to former students

to tally those employed in the field, those unemployed, those now in,.

higher education, those satisfied with.their training--and those not.

A questionnaire form used in Santa Barbara County should prove valuable

to those looking for a good student questionnaire model (40). Occupational

administrators report that proper sampling andAtollow-up procedures

can lead to high response rates--hence, useful information.

Still other evaluation methods identified by respondents include

using advisory committees (47), hoiding faculty'and administrative committee

reviews, getting information from feeder schools, counselors, employers

and employees, obtaining "hard data" on enrollment figures, attrition

rates, and longitudinal studies of the careers of graduaies.

Statewide external evaluation systems are better known. On the
e

college level, COPES and SAM programs have been utilized extensively; .

at the high,school and ROC/ROP instiebtions are the COPES--SAM counterr,

parts: DROVE and TRACE. Also to be'taken into clihsideration are the

valudtion aspects associated with licensing and various accreditation

committees.

Perhaps the mostgelaborate tool for evaluation use has been issued

receitly by Cornell Unfversity (46)./ Although directed toward community

'college progr,amS; this manual could be useful to any one seeking

evaluation. techniques. Its primary emphasis is that a rationale for

evaluation must 'First be established and then the critical'elements of
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the program'should be selected for evaluation. Without identifying

all of the factors described in the Cornell study, key areas include

consideration of some of the following items: nature of students in

program, reSources'costs, internal and external support, empl8yment,

general teaching strategies, learning outcomes, and occupational

outcomes. The'Cornell study emphasizes thdrestablishment of an evaluation,

plan, the utilization of a specific method for data collection, and an

identification of a process by which judgments are to be made.

Questions:

1. Does the institution have a system for evaluating new programs?

2. Does the institution have a method of prioritizing the more

significant evaluation information?

3. Does the institution have a system for using information gained

by evaluation in Tts continuing decision making?
. 1,

4. Does the institut4n establish both monitoring and summative

type evaluations prior to inttiling a new program?

5. Are evaluations aimed4koward deijiiermining the quality of

student learning?

6. Are skills, knowledge, and attitudes all included in program

evaluation?

7. Are varied instruments and personnel utilized for program

evaluation?

8. Are faculty and administrators familiar with the statewide

services of SAM, COPES, bROVE, and TRACE? //

9. Has consideration been given to evaluating the following areas

when program, assessment is made: budget adeqqacy, plade and

time program established, adequacy of teaching methodology,
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value of prerequisites,*adequacy of earlier established goals

and objectives, course sequence, facilities, equipment, cost

effectiveness, value of job market data, value of advisory

committees, retention factors, teacher evaluationso administrative

support, students! abilities, work-study supervisors' evaluations,

long-run gradupe job history studies, community reactions

to program, institutional reactions, change factors necessary

to improve program, need for,in-service trainingp adequacy of

ancillary student services, need for remedial courses, adequacy

of program promotion, and registration procedures?

e

0.

8

4'0

aa.
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DETERMINE BUDGET NEEDS AND RESOURCES

7A

Guideline: Since determination of whether a new program is to be

approved depends upon ascertaining bo-th the sources of income and the

. costs, the coordinatoi- of the proposal must carefully assess budget

factors prior to submitting a proposal for acceptance.

e
Procedures: The critical question to be answered at this point

is: Can the institution afford'the program? State legislators and others

are asking that amore effective method of program cost analysis be
itk

made. At the same time, educators recognize that the cost analysis

system used in industry often is not practical because of the difficulties

in obtaining the "true costs" and because of the variables involved

when trying to ascertain the comparable benefits of a program to the

:student and community (13).

But '1"accountability" is more and more"the word in education 'and

new. programs must justify themselves'as state boards and others feel

the tax dollar squeeze and the demand thattprograms be reviewed "to

determine if the enrollment, number of graduates and general strength

are sufficient to justify continuation" (2:12). Although financial

factors are a part of almost all aspects of new proposal planning, the
1 r

determination of budget costs and probable sources of-funding must ,

await completion of the ovirall assessment of most of theother proposal

factors.
, \

The major needs and cost items identified by respondents to the
I\

Project's,questionnaire are normally in two broad categories: those

identified with real estate and hardware, and those more closely associated
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with the institution's personnel and student personnel needs. Most

respondents also recognized the need for projecting .- costs from three

to five years, butt-they qualified these projectionS' by noting that the

variances in enrollments could quite slificantly.alter the needs

and cost figures. Some excellent budget 'formats were submitted for

this Project's review (40;20;38). Usuallly identified were five-year

projections of enrollment, teaching.positions, number of claSses length

of time, certificated and classified salaries (including fringe benefits),

travel expenses, facility, equipment, other instrrtiona), expenses,

and student transportation. Some identification of revenue 'sources

was made, but generally this aspect was not emphasized.

Questions.:

1. Does the institution have a formalized method of obtaining

data for analyzing budget needs and income sources when

initiating new programs?--,

Are all individuals who are to be involved in significant ways
8

with the program aware of cost and possible revenue 'factors?

3. Has the coordinator Q a proposed prdgram made a,thorough study

'of all cost factors, prior to submittin6 a proposal?

4. Have all sources for obtaining the revenue for the proposed

program been considered? '\

5. Has consideration been given to alternative methods of providing

the program - contracting, shared costs, or private industry

afd?
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>
DETERMINE FACILITY, EQUIPMENT, AND SUPPLY NEEDS AND COSTS

7B

Guideline: Since one of the most significant cost factors in

occupational programs it'related to physical aspects, the proposal

coordinator should provide a-corehensive budget for these prior tomp
-

. .

-submitting the proposal for approval.,

Procedures: As with other aspects of occupational.proposals,

the State government is concerned with the cost and the planning involved

with a new program. The California: Community Colleges Form EP-1 asks,

"Will this proposed program require any additional facility or equipment

outlays? Have these needs been identified in the facility master

plan?" (5:1). Almost every respondent to this Project's questionnaire

made some reference to this area of program planning, but no uniform

format for identifying specific data is used. The "physical aspects"

usually incorpOrated in budget proposals included a description of the

prograM needs, facility and equipment costs (new,vrental, lease, re-

placements, and.maintenance), site acq isition,.utility costs, computer

costs, transi3ortation, supplies, texts and other instructional materials

(audio visual, tutorial, programmed. learning materials,library,. learning

resource center). In addition, costs were sometimes identified for

office space, desks, suppltes and equipment for all new personnel

hired.

Questions:

1. Does the institution have 4 comprehensive format, to be

completed prior to initiating a new occupAtional program,

which embraces all aspects of. the physical needs and costs

So

(
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of the program?

2. Are individuals supplying the data for this format able to

provide accurate figures?

3. Are alternate concepts of utilization thoroughly considered

when identify4-ng costs (e.g. rental or lease vis-a-vis purchase)?
r

4. Do all individuals closely related to the future program

participate in cost analysis of the program?

5. Have the needs for the physical aspects of the program been

identified in the facility master plan? If so, in what manner?

When hiring additional person4a1 has consideration been given

to office space and Costs related to the physical aspects?

J
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DETERMINE PERSONNEL NEEDS AND COSTS

7C

Guideline: Since the cost of providing for personnel needs of

any program is-a major one in proposal determinations, the program

coordinator should assess carefully all of these needs and costs prior

r-1-;\submitting a budget for approval.

Procedures: As with the needs and costs of the physical aspects

of a proposal, most institutions have included various persdpnel factors

in their applications for program approval. Generally, these can be

separated intd two broad categories--those related to the institution's

personnel needs and costs and those more closely identified with student

personneliserVices' needs and costs.

In determining institutional personnel needs, institutions have

the immediate problem ofrdetermining whether qualified teachers ar

available for the positions that will be established. (OA con's'
7 :

member described the disastrous effects on a prog one institution

where not enough attention had been given to this item. It took more

than 'a year after the program was scheduled to begin to obtain a qyalified

instructor!) Are new faculty to be hired or should regular faculty

be retained to teach in the new area? The need and cost' factors

involved in answers to these questions have to be incorporated in the

schools' budget determinations.

In addition to identifying teachers for the program, other personnel

may have to be hired--teChnicians, clerical staff, custodians, instruct-

ional aides, student workers, maintenance workers. The estimated

required.qualifications, lengths of assignments, fringe benefits, and

salaries must'be determined.



Other personnel c s associated with new programs should be identified.

These would include the nee for any administrative cost increases;

need for additional consultant or professional expert pay; costs for in-

service training;,costs for travel; additional costs associated with

promoting the program, and registering students; and monitoring, evaluating

and accrediting the program. In each of these instances, an estimation

of costs. should be projected. for a five-year period. .

A second major category of needs in the personnel area is that

identified with Students. Here consideration must be given, according

to the nature of the program, to a large number of factors. If the

program is one encouraging the "new students"--veterans, aged, minOrity,

handicapped--greater attention and costs may be involved in providing

counseling, guidance, remedial courses, learning resource centers, fi-

nancial aids, and tutoring. The implications for the need and cost of

hirihg additional personnel, as well as the additional "physical aspects"

costs previously identified, should be considered.

Questions:

4
1. Does the institution have a formalized pattern for identifying

the various personnel needs and costs when initiating a new

occupational program?

2. Has the program been identified in previous master p vans of

facilities and personnel?

3. Does the institution have access to'qualified personnel to

operate the program?

4. Will some instructors, or other personnel, need in-service

training in order to qualify for participation in the proposed

program?

9 "
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5. ,Has, sufficient consideratdon been given in the planning of

the program to the need for hiring additional student services

perlinnel?

6. Are all personnel ta be.closely identified withthe program

kept informed as to the anticipated personnel 'needs and costs?

Has a tentative total cost of the program been made?

.00

4.
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DETERMINE SOURCES OF FUNDING

7D

Guideline; Before submitting a budget for approval, the colkinator

of the proposed program should determine the various sources that could

support it.

Procedures: As pressure increases to reduce costs, the need for

seeking additional funding, beyond that provided by the institution's

budget;, also appears to increase. However, most program budgeting takes

into account contributions that can be made by the local institution

or district. As an example the California Community Colleges Form EP-1

asks, "What sources Of income will be used to cover facility and

5,L1equipmrpnt costs?" (,2). The coordinator has to make some estimate

of program costs,-(perhaps semester by'spmester) and estimate what

additional F.TE., if any, will be created as a result'of the.program--

again projecting figures-five years. ,A determination also should be

made as to the minimum and maximum number of students the program can

properly take.

The coordinator may wish to investigate supplementary or

-sources of income. The most common of these are, of course, specia1-

funding from'the State or Federal government, but these are not always

popular alternatives. For instance, the St. Helena Unified School

District states, "The Board of Trustees shall carefully consider the

.continuing.fiscal'oblig tions that may be imposed on the district at

the termination of the federal funding of any project " (33:2).

Regional Occupational Programs are very much involved ib making

program agreements for affiliations with private and public school.
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.f

.?'.

districts. These agreements, obviously, are of major :significante in
. ..

their budge determinations. As other institutions, adult schools; and:

community c leges;.:expand.with outreach wOgrams and outreach cdnters,-4:
..,

an increase in mutual' funding agreements with private indutry, private,

and public agencies in relation to facilities.and equipment will probablY

also increase..'

Questions:

1. Does, the institution haVe a systematic method for ascertaining

.

_what loca.t funding is available for new programi? 4-.

..,,
2. Does the institution have adequate information conderninealternate

,,

ways of 'funding new programs?

Does the-institution have a formalized budget form thaf can

identify, with proper input, the estimated cost of a new program ?.

4. Does the institution familiarize its community (citiZens,

other schoors,Andustry,-or agencies) of its desire to enter

into agreements with other institu ions in educatiOnaT activities

(possibly uSinglshared equipment, facilities, etc.)?

a

0

A
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SECURE APPROVALS

8A

Guideline:. Although the methods of gaining local, area, andstate

endorSements vary considerably, each new occupational proposal mint be

submitted for approval by institutional, district, area, and state

authorities.

Procedures: As the proposed program is being created, coordinators

should be aware of the various approvals that ultimately must be obtained

before a program is put into operation. Normally included in such

approvals is an ninfOrmal" one, usually necessary within the institution

that is, general approval of the staff that such a program is needed.

11 In addition, most institutions have formal local approval patterns,

oftenAnCluding district endorsement, before moving the proposal toward

regional and finally State approval. Some programs also come under

.various licensing and accreditation patterns that should be considered

as the program is being organized.

97
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SEEK INSTMUTIONAL,COMMUNITY, AND REGIONAL APPROVAL

8B

Guideline: Prior to seeking state approval for a 'new occupational

program, the coordinator must obtainiinstitutional, community, and

regional approval.

Procedures: As preyiously noted in sections 1 through 8, a program

coordinator dust continually be Aware of the necessity-of keeping the

community, the institution; and, the district apprised of the progress

of a proposal so that at the time of seeking formal iMstitutional and

district approval, there is assurance of 'support from these elements

(23). The use of a committee composed/Of community and school personnel

is a common method used by many-administrators to assure that there

is,both an awareness of and informal support for the proposed program

on the pirt by both faculty and community.

All segments.of public secondary educaflon and the community

colleges are required to obtain the written approval of the district's

top administrator prior toewtmitting a proposal to thee for final

approval. The California Community Colleges Form states, "Any new

program submitted for state approval by community colleges Must have

the signature of the Superintendent/Chancellor of the college's 'District"

(5:3). In many, schools ands lleges approOal of program proposals

.

is also required at lower echelons. The organizational. pollcies a \nd

structures, vary so considerably at the various institutiohs in the State

o

that no simple explanation of institutional and/or district approval

system is - possible. However; some general approval patterns are common\

to most institutiOns.
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:One of thesepatterhs is-.theute'of.institutional.forms requesting

action by various ihdividuals and committees: jisoMe schools, these

.

are relatively simple forms identifyiRg key that a tt
u

or top administrator .Vlould!check prior to sending the proposal =fOrward
,

for,distri6Otrustees'approVal: In other instances-thesejormstecome
-, . . , I = \ i ,

quite'compl.,Oted, involving requests for evidence inmanY df the areas

already identif4ed-incthis manual (e.g. evidence of chnimunity:support,

budgetarrtompli&nces, student enrollments', personnel\qualificatiOns

needed, among others): This criierimanual identifies the ,a whiCh
. 7

"must be validly supported on the District level and that answers-be

,

( , \ --:

obtained to the followi estions: EmploYment:opporfuglities? Effect

of invention and researc on this field of activity. Unreasonably
-

, .-
. , 1._,

expensive? Cooperatio of industry ?. Is-it truly a tollege course?

.

,,.

Wi),1 it increase community wealth or welfare?. Cost?" (27).

moremore involved forms are used in diverSe ways: Some institutions,

require that-approval- -corms be submitted to departments, to curriculum

.Committees,-to advisory groups and/or to, dministrative groups (e.g.

7
presidentabinet) either at the institutional or at the district

level. Others require that such forms be use\,d Only for on" or two group.

J.

In some instances approval forins will be submitted to institutional

f .
,"

apOroval committees (e.g. curriculum committee) and then sent to the

district for additional review by commit'tees-representirig various

A /'

institutions and district personnel. Here emphaiis is given Ito- ,questions

such as whether orot the institutions are following district goad

and objectives's-and whether or not there is'unnecessary duplication
,

of effort.

ry



As'ywith the coordinator's efforts to obtain community, and institutional

approva1',1 the coordinator should attempt to obtain both'infarma) a

formal understandings and agreements with institutions in the region.

Informal agreements among institutions within the same service areas,

have been made historically by administrators from allesementt of education,

but as the need foi- occupational education has expanded and concern with

the utilization'of the tax dollars has grown, more formalized,procedures

have emerged (35).' of the more significant of these has been"...

establishment of theRegional Adult and Vocational fducation Councils
,

(RAVEC).

These councils, established in October of 1975, when th&Governor

signed Assembly Bill 1821; are set up to review and Flake i'ecommendations,-

on Vocational and adult continuing educatia courses and.to(Orev it

`unnecessary duplication of such cours s within a region. These councils'
7

boundaries are the same as the community college districts', and there-

fore vary considerably as to their constituent membership. All new

i
adult school education courses and programs that are not in the college

credit category hist be reviewed by RAE councils. Formats as to the

specifi% items, to be included in program approvals- have not been adopted

Statewide, but countil,approval 'ftirms. observed include many of the

."critical path" items identified in this Project's Guideline Chart

(e.g. "Conduct Research," "AnalyzeEmployment and Labor Supply Data,'

"Determine Curriculum Needs and Resources"). As the policies and

ft

procedures of the numerous RAVE councils become more uniform, so'shouldo

the functions of the ftoposal coordinatoi in relation to obtaining'

approval from these councils.
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In addition to regular occupational, areas, the CalifornirPost:-

secondary Education Commission has recommended that certain highly

specialized occupations be plannedon a region-al basis. The Chancellor

of the State's Community College-s, in a letter of July 19, 1976,

sent to the RAVE councils a list of programs falling into this specialized

basis. The list, which should be available from both the Chancellor's

Office or from local RAVE councils; included programs from anaplastology

technology through vacuum, tube technology. jhe Chancellor's °Nee

stated that the programs on the list will be carefugly scrutinized -in

the State's program approval process
Y.)

Questions:

1. Does the institution have ways of gaining "informal" approval

(3).

from the community and from its staff prior to seeking formal

action?

2. Are there formalized patterns for obtaining institutional and

'district? approval of new programs ?"

3. What reactions do facult staff, students have to the proposed

- program?

4. What groups in community and institution are supportive of the

proposal? What negative reactions?

Has either the curriculum committee or an advisory committee

reacted to the proposal?

6. Are the people, both in the community and at the institution,

who are going to be closely identified with the new program

committed to it?

7. What is the evidence of their commitment?

101
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8. What informal methods are used by the institution to keep

other schobls aware of their anticipated new occupational programs?

What formal Methods? c,

9. Have institutional and district approvals been obtained prior

tp seeking RAVEC review?

10. If a community college, has it checked the proposed program

against the "highly specialized occupational Orograms," as

identified in 1976 by the S-6te Chancellor's Office?

L.

;

\-+
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SEEKLJGENSINGANOIICREDITAtION APPROVAL

8C

.
.

Guideline: Whel-e licensing' or accreditation of a program is necessary,

the proposal coordinator should complete allirSteps'fOr approval.prior to

seeking state acceptance of the proposal.
4 -

Procedures: Although the number of occupationJ1- programs .requiring

special accreditation or licensure is not large, Coordinators should

obtain all pertinent informa tion concerning those programs early in the
f/ .

assessment study, and obtain licensure board approval (5)

Since the accreditation and licensure requirements for each.of these

programs vary and since many _change rapidly,. no-simple pattern can be
.

described to cover ally of the occupational areas. However, as stated

in this manual'(Box 1J), preliminary information and the various forms

needed for each occupational area concerned can=bt obtained from the\

i

.

American Medic 1 Association and /off the State Board of ytensure.
, 4 ,

%%Questions :
1. 't

4

1. Does the in§titution hay acc ss to the names of accrediting

and licensure boards?
"1\

2. bm what professional agency dill accreditation be sought?

3. Has licensure board approval been eceived for this program?

103
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A

'SEEK S ATLAPPROVAL
7 44

Ea)

Guidelir After cgrOpletin9:all,definitive assessment studies.,

having recetved,tA 'approval of:tlie.loCA1 Boar of Educ4ion (Trustees

the coordinaior should submi roposed pr gram toy the State for

final approyal

Procedures: S State's approv 1 procedures and 'forms t

I
vary considerably and arremarratlX -in a/state of flux, ,this' manual will

not describe in any detail the'specific for state approval for the major

t ree areas.7 -high schools, ROC/ROPs'and community colleges (6).IN

The form that has been cited most often in this handbook,California

Community 'Colleges Form CCC-EP-1, revised in r6bruary of 1971, identifies..

in some detail the'information required by the State for approval of

newyrograms of the community colleges.,(,..,

Rather similar, but much less detailed,' approval forms Vt-77A and
(

B covering ROc/ROP course prior approval 'and applications for ROC/ROP

continuing or added section course approval, identify the State require-

ments for those institutions.

in July of 1976.

7hese two forMS werip recommended for use

With the approval by,the 'state of a new program, the'definitive

assessment stage'is complet'd and-theKinstitution may now move into

the implementation phase.4i
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E

OVERATE PROGRAM

9A

Af recei-ving .St4.aPprLF, the instftulion may
, . .

m9Xe war.. implementi g the prograili -

4;:

. 7 Procedures The a,nner in whioh 'a new progralli is initiated an

1- /-..
. rimplemented will vaJ ry.1.consi rably according 'to the nature 4 tie'

--t

.1,

pafticuarly Stnificant are the bUdgetary .impl icatio
/

lve. recruitment of
r "students and staff, and the acquisitiOn of

.flP

,faci- 'tie and equipment. .

ipOt!e '.11ctur program Operation,' additional consideration must be
,

given to the nAure of The students to-be recruited for Cie program.
..:

.

Major efforts most be made, pak44ularly in the oCcupational programs,
.

to-observe fed/4 and state ions t
.

tar_pr)*Ide for ther)eeds of

handicapped, women, .minority eran Students,. ,

.

an ve

Early in the impleinentation stage of a promotion and

I. rec.4i thnt planning should begin (15) . Notification, of-the newly

,e. Y
.aPP:roved brogrrainIshould be provided .t2 faculty, students, and he community.

Effective Promoticin of thew occupational opportunitY often arts'

,

with a flyer that describes the courses and the various jap OPPOr011-
.

ities. Information to feedei. schools, business firms, arid the community
t .

. . -.,.,

should .include job descriptions, current salaries, advancement.opportun-

t .

ities, and the educationneeded to acquire the job.

Techniques of prdmotion include use of intra-institutional media,

use of brochures, col)ferences; radiCand television spot announcements;

.

faculty contacts`, elcivisory -committees, direct mailing to pros*tive /

students, use o tmer guidance centers,, and work Withakounselors and
f

.

v .

Ir

0, "e.-



e

oe' plactmen:Cdfrectors.
-

r ;.f ,

Carve mast be. taken in promoti1
:

leading infOribatiOn not.be:?ditno:u e . Iii
;

roiram that false or Mis-
- .

.

era of consumer awareness;

,
, ri:,_ 'breintiitUtion-thould:?lot.OVerstath\the job. ortunity potential

J. _ f,

.
jAt this. initiation stage, t , additional effort must now be given

1 .

A-,to staffing. Will the cgrrent personnel be able todRetheob? Will
, ... ,

I -

'in-service,traintng necessary? 'What reciuitment of staff will be

needed?What qual i fi cation and.ceedentialling of instructSS are
. ,

- .involved? -Who will serV to'administer, 6pordinate, am:\ evalAte the
f

.
.

Rprogram? W will sgyve
<

udent advisors? Has cohSideration.been
,

given to student pladem
.

,

.4*-'

c

At thiS time. furtheri'planning Ust tak place regarding facilities

, .0.

.

and equipmpat need
,

. Should additional .consideration be given to leasin9-
. :

or re factlktiesor equipmeiit? Has sufficient getbeen'alloca ed
,-

. 4 .\,

tO transporta ion,: texts, audicrvisualzmaterials? hat additional
' 4A" . Je.° -41'

library or learning resource budgeting, is ne In light-of 'the..-t&

,additithe . -

invoved in obtainingonal facilities d equipment, is
,..

, .

'initiation date for starting the new program realistic?

4ther major consideration InVo lved in program'initiation is
. ,

ensuring that sufficient antill

.

following student services should be reviewed to
S

tudent services are provided. The

etermine their

adequacy: in relation to the neWP am: librar , learming resource .

,.

cepter, counseling, transp rtation, 'nancial aid, tutoring, remediation,
1

and placement terviCes.



IMPLEMENT EVALUAYrONVIgtDURES

10A

GyideThne. The monitoring and effe1 4iTori of a new program should

r /

e'jnitiated as the prpgain itself kecomes Oper tional. _

Procedures: As indicated earlier in this manual (item 1L and 6A),

IlanOiN for program%evaluation should be.an fnherent part of an Accupational
t.

.

propoSal, both in the_ preliminary and $rith-e.definitive assessment phases.
,

The primary purpose of eValuation-is to assist the institut i

*i n de

.be modified; should it be terminated? How well has the program fulfilled

iSion making: Should the program continue oPeiating; should it
J

its goals and objectives?
'

One of the areas of evaluation 'receiving major attention today
ic

is' that of student follow-up. The' statewide systems "TRACE',' produced

by Santa Barbara County Schools,. andithe State Department of Education

and =1:SAM", produced in the .Los Angelds*Community College 'Distric

the Chancellor's'Office, are the ones Most common d. H

.
1.*

institutions have produced thetr .own instruments' 04) . An intresaing

and

er, many

off -shoot of this placement eval6ation is used by San Bernardino County. -

TROP in which potential student employers are asked to evaluate student

job.seekers (34) . prossmont College add. Antelope Valler.College, a

others, haVe each produced. unique materials relating to student foll

Grossmont has a'mail form that it sends 'to all students who h

,left. Apart from the usual ,qttestions relating to the 'student's current.

emplOyment situation, quesfions are' posed ab t s'tudent's reaction

to the,c011ege and program, (19) . Antelope Val y Colleg ompleted

an interesting placement stud in 1974 that identifie0 criti)al areas.
I
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- .)

for evaluktion: employment s-curriculvd, and placement 1).

'A monitoring system. shoth initiated as the new'PrograM is es.1

tablished to assess,its.progress. The criteria to be monitored, tiowever,

are often difficult to determine. Does-tile institution wish to review

its pr notion of,the program, recruitment, enrollment, retention;

antillaty services facility utilization, ieacHer effectiveRess others?

Many-institutions report that-inter monitoringof ,newly initiated

programs is the more common system.. Often the 4epartment most concerned
,

or.committees of faculty and administrators establish, the 'criteria and

,theri monitor the,Oograths.in their early development.
, .

Stuctent follow-Wis only pne of-many methods useein program
:,

evaluZipn. Exernalevaluatioh is often Conducted by the Community

College,OCCupational Programs Evaluation:System (CORES )apd by *ts
ti

counterpart. at the 'high schools ,DROVE (District:Review of Vocational
. ,

tion)%

Educa

Some institutiftS utiliie,advisory committees for external evaluations,

but'as more intensive and more sophisticated evaluation systems are

--being adopted, this practice is apparently less comMon today. than An

the pa s t. .0n the basis of the information received from the monitoring

and evaluation proce'sses, the institution shoUld be prepared to continue,

modify, orterminate_the program.

'Questions:

1 . Has a prioritization,of eva) uatibp factors been established
_

for the program?
d

Has'a system for gathering andutilizing the various monitoring,

and evaluation data been established anCimplemented?

.1

I
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3 Does the institution utilize either-the SAM Or TRACE stuillft.

folloW-up Or have one of its own?

'Does the institution use either the COPES or DROVE-S.ystem for

external evaluation?

1

1g9
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a

MODIFY OR TERMINATE PROGRAM TO MEET EVALUATION RECOMMENDATIONS

10B

-Guideline: Based upon informationathered from program evaluations,

institutions should modify.or terminate 'programs' when such actions appear

to be justified.

Procedures: Only a very limited number of institutions in the State

have written procedures describing their practices in modifying occupational

programs. Part of the reason for this is, undoubtedly, the lack of,a

precise definition as to what program modification is. For example,

modification could incorporate as minor an item as a unit credit change,

or an incorporation of work experience, or it could be significant enough

to be the basis for starting a new prograM,

For the purposes of this manual, curriculum modification will be

defined as "a major departure from what is currently identified in the

program description but one that does not involve such a drastic

.departure that a new program should be initiated"--a description that

is still not precise but hopefully eliminates consideration,of the myriad

minor modifications involved in all program development.

_'.The'determination as to whether .a program should be modified or

not is made in-a variety of ways' throughout the State. Both informal

and formal program evaluations are used, as stated in the prior cNapter.

Often the instructor initiates a request for modification when he or

she feels the program is not meeting its stated objectives, or the

program no longer meets the training requi ements for the job for which

itti.asdesigned. Often.a department, outsi e consultants, or advisory

committees will recommend modifying courses or programs. Some
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modifications follow the eN-lysis of material received as a.result of

follow-up studies bf graduates and sometimes, changes result from job

market analysis., technological shifts, or changes. im student attitudes.

Typical of many districts is the-format for curriculum modification

presentations developed for the Board of Trustees of the St: Helena

Unified School District (33). To initiate modification, the coordinator

is to identify, the prbblem to be corrected; to list the potential problems

involved in modification; to identify staffing needs; and to describe

the)anticipated evaluation process.

As with modification, few districts halke written procedures for

terminating programs, although some -. - particularly the ROC/ROP districts--

do identify procedures for terminating individualdourses. 'one collebe

reported that it "has never terminated an:occupational program except

during World War II." During the era of expanding enrollments, such a.

policy was possible; but with greater demands for accountability and

possibly decreasing enrollments, institutions are undolibledly going
-T,

to review all programs more carefully and eliminate some marginal ones.

,Programs ire eliminated for a variety, of reasons. 'The most commein

ones reported were those where the occupation has.become obsolete, where

there is low student participation, where costs exceed the limits of

the local budget, where future job oppqrtunities appear to be extremely

lmited, or upon the recommendation of an occupational advisory committee.

Part of the reluctance of some institutions to abandon a curculuM

May-relate to the desire to revive it at a later:date and to avoid the,

time and cost factors involved in instituting a new program. It is

easier to put the program "on ice" than eliminateit.

11I
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A major concern raised by some institutions w45...thaf,program

elimination-also raised the threat of faculty termination and that in a

state with strong teacher protection laws, the elimination of lirograms

raises -,some very difficult personnel problems. In an effort to avoid

hiring tenured teachers for programs-that might not be'successful,

some institutions are ut'Alizing fewer full -time instructors or are

placing new programs on a temporary basis until there is evidence_tKat

the program will be supported,

'Terminating programs appears to be a concern of local Boards of

'Education and Trustees. Numerous'districts reported that terminations

,must be approved by the local school board. However, some districts

reported that they hadno'formalized procedure for terminating a program

other than that required by the State Course Approval Staff (e.g.

Regional Occupational Center).

In the last analysis, it appears that modification and termination

. .

of programs must rely heavily upon establishing evaluation priorities

and systems, Utilizing' valid evaluation tools, analyzing cavfully the

information gat Bred, and taking the' appropriate action to retain, to

modify, or to terminate the program.

Questions:

1. Does the institution have a definitiOn for program modification?'

Does the institution have a policy for terminating programs?

Are pTogram evaluations followed by specific actions: agreement

to retain, modify, or terminate?

4. Does the institution have a formalized procedure for modifying

or terminating programs?
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APPENDIX A

SANTA DARBARA COUNTY SCHOOLS
Office of theSuperintendent

4400 Cathedral aks Rd. (P.O. Box 6307), Santa Barbara, Calif. 93111 / (805)164-4711

s

REGIONAL OCCUPVITIONAL PROGRAM
.

GUIDELI4tS- FOR PREPARATION .AND f4311f

APPLICATION FOR URSE RROVAL.

Requests fp Regional Occupational PrOgram courses or services need to coforM
,

; 'with the Ed ation Code, Administrative Code, State guidelines, the Vocational
Education Pla and the guidelknes and poljcies of the Santa Barbara CountY.
S-Chools/Regi ona Occupational Program: The ROP/State application form is meant:
toserve as an id in the development and evaluatiOnm_ROP.course applications..

They-f°11-owing step shoul

application:

betfollowed to expedite appr val of-an ROP course

School: diStrict personnel, ROP staff members, or' other individuals, public
and private agencies, identify a need, for occupational training or service
and gather information-,and details in order to complete the application.
The ROP staff is available to:assist4n.the deVelOpment'of the application.
An occupational advisory committee MUST .be involved in the development'of
an ROP course, A written copy of each proposal will be sen:to each;member
of the Planning Committee for input fromhthe departmentS'involved.

. 2. If a local school district or agencyWillbe conducting the course or provid-.
ing the service, approval of the appl4catiOn by the district.or agency must
be obtained prior to submitting the application to the ROP Plann4ng Committee.

The proposal is submitted to the ROP office. The ROP staff reviews the pro-.'

posal to ensure that it meets the State, and local guidelines, rules,.and
regulations, then develops a tentative budget. After analysis by the ROP
staff, the application is forwarded to the Planning Committee for action.

) ,

A. The ROP Planning Committee reviews the proposal to ensure that it does -not.:

supplant, conflict with, or unnecessarily duplicate existing courses or ser7
vices,. After reviewing the application, the ROP Planning Committee approves
or disapproves the application.' If disapprovd, the application may be re
'cycled to the originator, for modification, further details, etc. If"the

application is approved, it is forwarded
\.-

to the Coordinating Council with
recommendations.
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. The ROP Coordinating COuncil reviews the apol.kation and takes-One:of the

follawinkactions:.'
_ 0 ,

a. disapproC/e's the'application-
>

approves the application and-funding,'and recommends it the County
1

Superintendentiof Schools ri
- !

c. defers action pending.additco nal,information, clarificaNn, etc., and
may refer application back to any one of the'preteding steps

.

Why the Caordinating Council.abproves the application, it is-.suC bril ted-t9

the:County SupePintendent for review. IfAheCounty SuperinndOt dis7
.

approves any part of the recommended program, the applic4io is returned

to the CoordinatingCouncil with the'PetonS for disapproval stated.'

/ . ,

uponj Ohe Superintendent!s approval, application-As forwarded to:the
County Board Of Education for action.

8.

'
. .

he program is presented tb,the,County'Board of Education for action. If"

County Board-of Education disaPproVes the program, the reason for suchprogram,
.acy!Ori is communicated to the. ROP Coordinating Council ,'When: the County -.:.

)Board of Education approves the 004ram and-*.bUdget, it is forwarded to the
State Department of Education.for its approvals. i

.

Contracts between the Santa Barbara County Schools %Ogional Occupational
Program and schooldistricts or agencies operating ROP courses or services

are let upon approval:of the County Superintendent of Schools.

'icon receipt of all required approvals by State Department of Education
personnel, the instructor will-be employed, promotional materials publishe
equipment and materials obtained, and the program implemented. :
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